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MusicBox
THE JOURNAL OF THE ITTUSICAL BOX SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN

AFTER fifteen years of existence,
The Musical Box Society of Great
Britain has attained a world-wide
membership comprising interests
in the entire gamut of mechanical
music and its instruments.

From those with a sincere love
of these relics of yesteryear through
to the restoration engineer and the
analytical musicologist, the Society
ofiers the opportunity to discuss
and exchange views.

As an organisation with an inter-
national membership, though, there
is ever the knowledge that the
sphere of the collector, the restorer
and the researcher who are centred
in one place may be quite different
from his colleagues in another
part of the world.

It is partly for this reason that
The Music Box is anxious to pub-
lish material from collectors,
researchers and restorers not just
from one part of the world, but
from many areas. By this means,
the interchange of information
between members can benefit many
of us very greatly.

And so it was with considerable
interest that I learned from our
member Claude Marchal of Paris,
himself founder of the new Musee
Marchal de la Musique Mecanique,
that he is considering planning a
world congress on mechanical
music to take place possibly next
year. The suggestion originated
from no less a person than the
Monarch of the Principality of
Monaco who has expressed a wish
to hosrt such an event.

The opportunity to stage such a
congress indicates firs,t that we
have sufficient members interested
in attending or participating in
such an event, and that the scope
of our corporate work enables such
a gathering to produce a benefit to
those who may attend. Besides
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Volume 7 Number 4 Christmas 1975 our society, such a congress
would involve our sister sociefu in
America, the MBSI, the Gesiel-
schaft der Freunde Mechanischer
Musikinstrumente EV in Germany,
the Conservatoire Autonome des

Player Piano Group in England as
well as other interested bodies
throughout the world.

I havg been greatly inspired
recently by the thoughtful attitudeof one man who, while not
specifically interested in music-
work,
mind
skills
isas
involved in the restoration of a
large and derelict mill not 100
miles from London. While explor-ing rubbish-littered rooms, he
came across four organ barrels
covered in dust, dirt and bird-
droppings. Aware of his own
limitations and keenly appreciative
of the fact that 

- thise mute
survivors of a long-lost instrument
miglt be of value to somebody, he
took them home. The tattered
remains of dirty tune-labels were
close to revealing at least some
secrets but he resisted the tempta-
tion to risk cleaning them in case
he damaged them further.

Anxious to identify what they
came from and equally keen to see
them pass into preservation rather
than continued deterioration. he
sought my advice. Pro tem, they
rest in my care now. Why do I
recount all this ? Because of the
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IN THIS article, Gerald Stonehill replies to the comments
made by G C Lomas on page 96. He concludes that the
Ampico was the cheaper system and finds that no two
examples of the hand-built Duo-Art were ever identical. Even
so, and allowing that it is much more difficult to get a Duo-Art
to play perfectly, this system is probably the more preferable.
Although in principle a better engineered system, the Ampico
could not be adapted to different sizes of piano

DUO-ART t)s. AMPICO
discuss the Model B Ampico. I
say " quite rightly ", but not for
the reason which he mentions
(which is because of its rarity in
Britain), but for the rather better
reason that only about 100 classical
rolls were ever recorded for this
systerr5* and .the Model B Ampico
is very inferior when it plays Model
A rolls, which were not intended
for it. Thus, the consideration of
the quality of 100 rolls would not
be a worthwhile operation against
the two thousand classical rolls
made for the Duo-Art svstem.

Duo-Art advantages
Coming back now to the com-

parison of the Ampico Model A
and the Duo-Art, and remembering
that almost nothing was recorded
for either system since 1930, three
very important prior considerations
have to be taken into account.
Firstly, the musical availability in
the library of the Duo-Art system
was very much greater than in the
Ampico library. Therefore, more
is to be gained musically by
listening to, the Duo-Art than to
the Ampico. Secondly, the num-
ber of very great pianists available
through Duo-Ant is greater than
through the Ampico system; and,
thirdly, the quality of pianos
through which the Duo-Art syste,m
can be heard is better than avail-
able via the Ampico route. Duo-
Art was of'ten available in the best
pianos, by which I mean Steinway,
and Ampico was seldom available
in a first-quality piano, being
attached in the main to a limited
number of middle quality pianos
and many cheap instruments.

It must also be realised that the
Duo-Art system was built into
pianos, and was therefore highly
flexible. The range of pneumatic
chests (called " stacks " in
America) was great and for this
reason, the system could operate
grand pianos of any size. The
Ampico system was a consistent
svstem manufactured onlv to
operate small size grand iianos
(apart from ,those uprigttts to
which it was fitted). The great
selling point of the Ampico was
that it was inexpensive and it was
for this reason that it was normally
fitted to inexpensive pianos.

Drawbacks
The flexibility of the Duo-Art

system was not, however, without
its drawbacks. I have, in fact,
never come across two totally
identical Duo-Art grand pianos.
I Ampico serial numbers 6833 up.

I HAVE read with interest the
article by Mr Lomas concerning
the controversy as to the relative
merits of the Duo-Art and Ampico
reproducing system. I should,
therefore, like to enter the arena
of battle, despite the defence which
Mr Lomas puts up irnmediately,
that an article on this subject by
someone else will be biased " by
the type of instrument owned by
the writer ". It is of course well
known that my interest is con-
centrated on the Duo-Art, but this
will not afiect what I have to say,
since I am also an admirer of many
Ampico recordings.

What I would criticize in Mr
Lomas's article is that his conclu-
sions are based on a very limited
view of the subject. I have also a
slight advantage in this matter,
since, when the Ampico Company
ceased trading in this country, I
purchased their library, which
included internal memoranda and
instructions to salesmen. on the
subject of how to attack the Duo-

Art system and the Welte system
of repro'ducing.

The interesting thing which
emerges from the literature to
which I refer is that the attack on
Duo-Art concentrated on suggest-
ing that Duo-Art was not capable
of doing crescendi and descre,s-
cendi, which of course it could do,
and whioh, Mr Lomas admits in
his article " the Duo-Art can
equally well perform ". The
second line o'f attack in Ampico
literature is that the theme in
Duo-Art is only one degree louder
than the accompaniment. This of
course was complete nonsense, and
was only true of themodist rolls,
not Duo-Art rolls, and then, only,
assuming themodist rolls were
played on a non-Duo-Art piano,
with no ternponamic control. Thus
it becomes obvious that, at the
material time of true competition,
Ampico had very little to say
abou,t any true inferiority of the
Duo-Art system.

Mr Lomas quite rightly does not

Steinway
pedal-electric
Duo-Art
formerly the
property of
Princess
Beatrice at
Kensington
Palace. Made
in 1926, it is
now in the
British Piano
Museum at
Brentford,
Middlesex.
The foot
pedals for
non-electric
use are
housed in the
compartment
beneath the
instrument
when not in
use.
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Bu"r, i., the Model 12 English Duo-
Ant pedal electric grand, some of
the piano actions were Lange and
some were Schwander. Diftering
piano actions caused differing
results, and the components fitted
beneath the sounding board were
selected differently and arranged
differently. Some had one type of
modulator, some another, and each
piano was put together individually
with very slightly differing results
and problems. If, therefore, you
are going to judge th_e_ Duo-Art
system, you must judge from a
piano which is working perfeotly,
such as you would have heard in
Aeolian Hall. Obviously there are
disadvantages to the Duo-Art
buyer, if he receives a piano that
is not perfectly designed, but it is
this very challenge
Duo-Art collectors
pianos up to top th
fication. When thi
only when this is done, one can be
in a position to praise or condemn
the perfect Duo-Art. Mr Lomas

inability
to play

"'lt$:?Duo-Arts ". It is, of course, true
that the evenness of playing on the
softest of passages is most
important, but one of the most
fundamental adjustments to con-
trol this aspect is the adjustment
of the piano action itself, which
tends to be neglected in Duo-Art
pianos, due to the difficulty of
access caused by the presence of the
Duo-Art mechanisms above the
keyboard. Since the Ampico
mechanisms were below the kev-
board, the piano tended to be keit
in better adiustment.

Standard of editing
The next point which I wish to

deal with is the subject of the
" superb standard of editing applied
to the large majority of Ampico
rolls, as " the m,ain reason for the
superiori'ty of the Ampico ". I
have already pointed out that the
suggestion of badly calculated
dynamics and incorrect contrast
between theme and accompaniment
is indicative of bad regulation of
the Duo-Art system. The record-
ing of Duo-Art rolls went through
three stages. In the trhird stage,
the musical director and the
recording pianist were satisfied
that, on the correctly working
Duo-Ar,t, the dynamics were
correct. It is of course true that a
vastly different standard of editing
had to be applied to Ampico rollq
due to the analvsis of music
involved. In the Duo-Art system,
the only dynamic consideration
was at which of sixteen loudnesses

An exquisite piece of miniaturisa-
tion is this l9cm (7fin) high bird
cage and singing bird with separate
tooth-type musicwork in the base
(shown on lnge 5l) plus a watch.
Probably by |aquet Dtoz &
Leschot, it belongs to Richmond
Mason. The cage is of gold
filigree with chased blue enamels
decorated with half pearls.

the piano had to play, and whether
these should be selected bv accom-
paniment or by theme. This
analysis of music is quite simple
and mistakes are easier to avoid.
In the Ampico system the division
of music was not just between the
theme and accompaniment, but
between left hand and right hand,
each hand having to decide
Whe,ther to select one of seven
loudnesses or whether to employ a
two-second or nine-second cres-
cendo or decrescendo. No repro-
ducing roll using such a com-
plicate{ system of musical analysis
could be other than enorrnouslv
edited. It has been verified thal
only one Ampico roll fails to use
the crescendo valve. Howeve.r. a
great number of pieces of music
were certainly played where no
crescendo was really used by the
pianist. The conclusion to draw

from this is that in the recordings
of great pianists, great care was

Ampico's " singing tone t'

ation correctly. If
perforations are to
desirable, which I

then let it be said

Mr Lomas mentions that the

Duo-Art valve system

Mr Lomas suggests that the
Duo-Art would 6e better, fitted
with a double valve stack like the
Ampico. Some collectors have
attempted to do this, and have had
to change back to a single valve
system, since the double valve
system does not coDe correctlv
with Duo-Art rolls.- The dii-
adv-antage of a double valve system
is that there is twice as much-to go
wrong and twice as much difrculty

GOLD CAGED
SINGING BIRD
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In Music Also,
n/f IMarvelous
Progress Has
Been Made

UST as the flying
machine waited for
the development of

the gas engine to make
it practical, so the piano
awaitedthe PIANOLA
to make piano-playing
avallable to everyone.

The Full Scale PIANOLA lVith lts
Striking Inprovements

The PIANOLA used in thc Weber Grand PIANOLA
PIANO playe the full-scale of the piano, or 88 notes.
Thus the cxtreme hotes of the piano-the deepeet
base and highest treble may be utilized with tell-
ing effect.

As in earlier models of the PIANOLA, the
METROSTYLE-without which nusicians refuse to
approve any Piano-playcr-is preoent to iroure an
artistic interpretation The THEMODIST also, an
exclusivc device belonging to thc PIANOLA, is like-
wise here to emphasizc the dominating themes and
give entabile cficcts such a aeonpliehed pianists
produce.

Besides these indispensable features of the PIAN-
OLA are two new devices that give an

Added Refinement to the

PIANOLA'S Playing

These features are the Qradualed Accomponinenl
and the Neo Susloining Pedol Device.

The Graduated Accompaniment enables the per-
former to vary the volume of the accompaniment.-
to make it rise and fall with the flow of the nelody.
The Sustaining Pedal Device ergbles cven thoge
wholly dcvoid o[ musical skill, to use the piano's
sustaining pedal in the manner of highly trained
pianists,

Progress in public appreci-
ation of music has in recent
years been rapid, It is un-
doubted that the extensive

popularity of the PIANOI-A
and PIANOI-A Piano has

contributed largely to this
result. In developing the
PIANOL-A, and in extending
its use to include the Grand,
the manufacturers of the
Weber Grand PIANOLA
Piano have made an addition-
al contribution to music-cul-
ture as momentous in its way
as the invention of the PIAN-
OLA itself.

6The6

Weber G r and P ranol a P Lano
Today any untrained lover of music may purchase the most distinguished
of modern pianofortes-the Weber Grand. Almost immediately upon
coming into possession of this superb instrument he may play all of the
masterpieces of music, in a manner lo uin the applause of uitical musicians,

Into the lYeber Grand Piano Has Been Built a New Model of the PIAN0LA
Following the immense popular success of the Upilghl PIANOLA PIANO it was
inevitable that the Grond Piano with its superiority of tone-quality and action, must
eventually be changed to meet the universal demand for instruments tl.tat evergone can
ploc. Coincident with the discovery of a way to adapt the PIANOLA to the Grand,
has come a startling development in the PIANOLA itself :-

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY, Aeolian Hall, 362 Fifth Ave., New York
This advertisement, loaned to the Editor by Paul N Ottenheimer of Thorofare, New jersey, come from Country
Life in America for November, 1909.
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in achieving evenness of playrng.
The Duo,Art compensated for itt
single valve system by using larger
bleed holes, as a conscious policy.

Another point mentioned is the
absence of a lost motion device for
the soft pedal on the Duo-Art as
compared with the Ampico. This is
not a valid criticism since
American Duo-Art grands have the
side-shift soft action. Where they
are fitted with a half blow,
accurate adjustment of the
dampers and of the striker
pneumatics makes the use of the
lost motion device unnecessarv.
Mr Lomas mentions the use of 

-a

compensating porrer on the accom-
paniment accordion when the soft
pedal was on in sorne late model
pianos. This was a deviation by
the assembly mechanics from re-

should be immediatelv driscon-
nected. The object of 

-it 
was to

compensate for lack of correct
adiustment of the dampers.

Unreliability of test-roll
Further advice with which I

would dissent is the suggestion
that the accordion pneumatics are
to be adiusted to make the piano
perform correctly in accordance
with the test roll. This can be
guaranteed to make the piano work
incorrectlg. The test roll is not a
reliable gauge of the piano's

performance, and correct adjust-
ment of the accordions must never
be sacrificed to please the test roll.
The accordions must be perfectly
correct and the fault, if there is
one, will be found elsewhere.
Failure of the Duo-Art when the
soft pedal is on, can be corrected
by normal lmeumatic and
mechanical adiustment procedures.
The fact that it fails indicates a
wrong adiustment.

Ha
I.rep
nlng,
plays
pianists extremely well. If it plays
the recordings of lesser pianists too
well, this may not be considered
a disadvantage by some Ampico

n
in

the Duo-Art systefir, but were
uniform and not adapted to
different sizes of piano. If is much
more difficult to make a Duo.Art
work perfectly, but, when tfiis has
been achieved, the Duo-Art
collector need make no apologies.
The Duo-Art piano was a complete

between the systems. I believe
that an explanation of the faots
will allow readers to make their
own assessmen,t.

AEOLIANA
cI ach H Shaylor reyiews the piano products
of the Aeolian Company and hightights

their capabilities.
THE Aeolian Company first oftered
its Pianola as a pian6-player, that

music ", that is music wholly
created by mechanical means such
as in a musical box. barrel

To the writer, this is what
" pianola " means and in fact
excludes player-pianos played
entirely mechanically (eg. " honky-
tonk " pianos) without the inter-

', either by
foot-pedals
" pianola "

in -ffitT"".;fiI
from a pianist's

use o'n a rePro-
as the Duo-Art.

Wh'ile the mechanisms of both

Making music is essentially a
personal or even an individual
matter. One learns (or attemlrts
to learn) an instrument to prwide
satisfaction to oneself, with the
hope of it being a pleasure to a
listener (even if this, in reality,

only gives opportunity ,to detect
imperfections). But often one's
technique falls short of aspirations,
or to put it another way, one
becomes sufficiently advanced only
to realise short-comings in the
musical results achieved. A
" pianola " as defined above
becomes
as it does

- indeed
to one's elbow (or rather one's
foot) !

The music rolls
Most music has been transferred

to music rolls of the " standard "
type where each note has a perfora-
tion of length in direct proportion
to its time-signature duration
value. These must be regarded as
for a printed score, that is, a state-
ment of notes with some indica-
tions for interpretation, needing
the greatest possible musical varia-

The Aeolian Company intro-
duced a " reproducing ac.tibn " (the
DueArt) into its later models.
The note perforations in the music
roll were not cut in strict time but

pump. But, it must be said for
the less musical, the results are tosay the least somewhat less

maryinal perforations to actuate
d-evices for -graduated strength of
playing of tf,e theme and aicom-
pa{iment portions of the musig
and the sustaining and soft pedals,
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remarkably pleasing performances
can be reproduced entirely auto-
matically. Many artists of great
distinction recorded for the Duo-
Art and vouched for the authen-
ticity of the reproduction of a wide
range of classical and popular
muslc.

Particularly in England, the
pianola and reproducing Piano

Edwin
Shaylor,
youthful
horn-player,
turns a
Duo-Art
pianistic duet
by H Bauer
and O
Gabrilowitsch
into a trio,
so illustrat-
ing a new
use for the
reproducing
piano !

were combined to form the Pedal-
Electric Duo-Art Pianola Piotto
and in the opinion of the company
(and the writer) forms the ideal
instrument. The mechanism is
so'mewhat complex, bu,t we are
considering the instrument as one
for making music in the home for
one's o\.vn pleasure. With a care-
fully and critically adjusted instru-

ment one can listen with much
enjoyment to Duo-Art. perform-
ances; these seem to vary slightly
from time to time depending on
atmospheric conditions and one's
own receptivity, thus making each
performance individual and not
mechanically identical as might be
thought.

As a particular example of the
pianola and Duo-Art, these can also
provide accompaniments for a
soloist; special rolls are available,
or can be specially cut (e.g. on a
Leabarjan perforator). The illus-
tration shows Sohubert's Militarv
March, No. l, being ptayed on the
horn with piano-duet played by
Bauer & Gabrilowitsch on the
Duo-Art.

In these remarks, I have tried
to Dresent these two instruments
as sources of music making
(admittedly by mechanical means)
in the home for the pleasure both
for the aspiring personal performer
and the critical listener.

HE,LICOIDAL
An answer to playing a long piece of music

THE methods tried by makers to
enable cylinder rnusical boxes to
play tunes of much longer duration
itran could normally -be 

accorn-
modated in rthe 'time-span of one
cylinder

Three
best kno
ort
wher
ona
of-tune positi
by some few
the music on
to an end and, while the normal
snail cam was shifting rthe cylinder,
the other remained in plaY, its
turn to shift corning after the first
had come into play aga,in.

Spiral pinning
The other two were in manY

ways similar, re
complex. The m
had i,ts cylind lY
the same manner as an orchestrion
organ barrel. Instead of revolu-
tion-by-revolution steps, the
cylinder advanced continually on a
smooth spiral cam so that the
musical pinn'ing could be con-
tinuously from end to end. At the
end of the music (after six or eight
revolutions), ,the cylinder would
back away from the comb, slide to
the start position, and then move
towards the co,mib to play again.
Cylinder arbor bearings were con-
sequently mounted in special slid-

ing fixtures on ,the bedplate and
moved by long, robust connecting
rods and shafts.

Semi-helicidal
The semi-helicoidal was, very

similar, except that the smooth
snail cam was replaced by an
ordinary stepped snail and the
pinning of the music c.ontinued
over the changing operation. Re-
quiring very careful workmanship
to ensure cornb/pin engagemenrt
throughout the lateral shift, this
probably preceeded the full heli-
coidal mechanism. The inventor is

claimed to ibe L A Grosclaude and
specimens of both types in the
Guinness collection are by F Con-
chon (see Volume 6, page 306
et seq).

Simplicitas

The specimen seen here is from
the Moltzer Museum, Bennekon,
Holland, and has the na,me
Simplicitas starnped on the
gov€rnor and the Swiss patent
number 12243. Can one of our
Swiss members iden'tify and date
the patent ?
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HOW THE
PIANO WON
THE, WAR
TODAY'S airline pilots spend much of their
training and procedural instruction time in a
flight simulator. The first synthetic trainer
was made out of player piano parts by
American Ed Link. Now for the very first
time can be told the story of a British
achievement which played an important part
in winning the 1939-45 war. Gerald Stonehill
describes the mechanism Gordon Iles made
out of Duo-Art components which taught
men to fly bombers. It was called the Silloth
Trainer and was virtually an Aeolian product

IN FEBRUARY of 1963, I wrote
to the Imperial War Museum in
London asking them whether they
were aware that World War Two
had partly been won by the con-
tribution made by the mechanical
piano. They replied, advising that
all papers on this subject had been
destroyed at the Air Ministry and
they thernselves had no records on
the subject. Many details of the
proiect had been classified as
secret and the manuals and photo"
graphs, when their useful life had
concluded, were automatically
destroyed as they, too, were either
secret or restricted and had never
been de-classified.

I wrote back to the Imperial

Cleanliness was stressed because of the delicate pnenmatic action.

War Museum saying that I knew
of one copy of the ,manual con-
cerned which had escaped
destruction, and I struck a barggin
with them that I would lend it to
them for photocopying on co'ndition
that they would give me a copy.
They were a little hesitant to do
this since, although officially non-
existent, the manual was still
" classified ", but since the ulti-
matum was "no photocopy-no
loan ", they capitulated and con-
firmed in a letter of March 5,1963,
that they would let me have a " set
of photostats, if we copied the
manual ". Although I duly lent
them the manual for photocopying
I am still waiting for the photo-

stats which were promised !

The manual dealt with the little-
known Silloth Trainer, a strange
combination of war-time bomber
and Duo-Art piano.

The story goes back to 1935
when Mr G B Iles (perhaps the
initials were no coincidence)
learned to fly at the rather exclu-
sive Cinque Ports Flying Club.
Even then, flnng was fairly
expensive. He joined the recently-
formed Civil Air Guard at
Manston in Kent and became the
second officer to be commissioned
into the squadron. He could now
fly without charye. A year before
the outbreak of war, because of the
shortage of flying officers, Gordon
Iles was called up into the Royal
Air Force.

By 1942 he held the rank of
Squadron Leader and was chief
flying instructor at Squires Gate,
Blackpool. But sinister forces
were at work and others, who must
remain nameless, coveted his iob.In the political manoeuvring
occasioned by this turn of eventq
friends of Gordon Iles at Coastal
Command remenbered that he
was famous as an organ builder
and as a pneumatic theoretician
with the Aeolian Company involved
witl its pianola and the Duo-Art
reproducing piano. They were
already under pressure at Silloth
in Cum,berland where flying crews
were being converted to fly the
American Lockheed Hudvrn, enter-
ing service as a U-boat spotter.
The training field at Silloth was
littered with wrecked Hudsons and
the crews were becoming
demoralised. The problern wrn
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that the twin-engined aircraft had
a nasty habit of swinging on take-
off, usually slewing right off the
runway and ending up in a heap.

Thus it was that Gordon Iles was
invited to apply his enormous
inventive skill and pneumatic
experience to designing an aircraft
trainer which could rescue Coastal
Command frorn its dilemma. In
1942, a scheme was worked out for
the construction of the device, to
be known as the Silloth Trainer,
for the relatively modest cost of
around f40,000 (then about
$150.000). Work started at once
on the prototy,pe and by 1943 it
had been accepted by the recently-
established Synthetic Training
Committee. Acceptance was
followed by a grand opening cere-
mony attended by the Com-
manders-in-Chief Bomber Com-
mand, Coastal Command, Fighter
Comrnand (who in the end did not
use it), and other interested parties.

It will be remembered, of course,
that Ed Link of the Link Piano
Company had in America produced
the first successful pneumatic
trainer for pilots. This is certainly
better known today than the
Silloth Trainer because it was
never on the secret list. Para-
doxically, the Link is remembered
because it was, in one way, less
specifically useful. The Link
Trainer was a noal-particular air-
craft trainer which enabled the
trainee pilot to operate controls
which turned and banked the

mechanism in which he sat. How-
ever, a normal aircraft does not
give this type of clear-cut sensa-
tion since a real aeroplane operates
in a three-dimensional mode with
each mode subjected to both
inertia and acceleration.

The Silloth Traine,r, on the other
hand, was a crew procedure trainer
specifically designed to be a " type
trainer ". Thus, since it was
tailor-made for a particular type of
plane, it knew the plane's secrets
as regards performance, and it had
a built-in obsolescence geared to
the life-cycle of the aircraft which
it set out to e,mulate. The Silloth
Traine,r concept appeared as the
Fairey Swordfish (for the Navy),
and versioms for the bombers Well-
ington, Halifax and Lancaster, the
Mosquito and the Dakota (for
Transport Command), not to
mention the Hudson which was
responsible for starting the project.
t'A pneumatic instrument tt

The designer of the Silloth
Trainer held it to be a fundamental
truth that an aircraft is a " pneu-
matic instru,ment ". As such, a
true procedure trainer must have
pneumatic feel. Gordon had seen
Link Trainers taken apart and
studied how they worked, and
came to the conclusion that specific
cre\'vs needed something more
complete in the way of training.
Today, there are complicated and
costly flight simulators geared to
one type of aircraft. Gordon Iles

Gordon Iles as
he is today.
Using original
Aeolian
Company roll-
perforators, he
works at his
Ramsgate, Kent,
horne making
piano rolls
under the
Arto.na label.
His company,
Artona Music
Rolls, has been
in operation for
many years as a
latter-day
cottagc industry.

was wise enough to foresee that
need 33 years ago.

The Silloth Trainer used a
system of bellows and manually-
operated valves, four bellows to
simulate the eftect of tilting in
difierent directions, and an air
motor for the efiect of rotation.
The Silloth was therefore infinitely
more complicated than the Link
and had an enormous number of
additional function mechanisrns,
each containing player piano valves
and special regulators. Principles
developed for swell-shutter control
when Iles trained with the Cornp-
ton Organ Company were also
incorporated. In particular, the
whiffie-tree principle was used to
combine components to create a
difieren,tial. Further pneumatic
devices were deployed in order to
simulate airspeeds and give correct
pneumatic reactions to engine
temperature and aircraft attitude
by way of artificial horizon, etc.

This was by no means the whole
story. Engine and aircraft noise
were also simulated to create the
total experience of flying the
particular aircraft. The principle
of the Hammond Organ was intro-
duced to solve that one. Tone
wheels and amplifiers were linked
to match the sounds expected at
differing engine revolutions to give
the proper level and pitch of noise.
The tone wheel was a rotor of
triangular aspect - the shape of the
Wankel engine-which ran against
a pick-up in the form of a steel
electro-magnetic wheel with alter-
native tracks and speed control
again to simulate various engine
conditions. This task was simpli-
fied by the fact that, at that time,
it was feasible to esonomise by
producing only two noise-packages
to encompass the engines used in
the aircraf't concerned (basically
radials and inJine).

In discarding the Link principles,
Gordon Iles debunked the theo,ry
of m,oving the entire aircraft,
because there is no feeling of fall-
ing when banking, and the correct
sensation can be achieved by using
a stationary fuselage with, in some
cases, a feel of fore and aft move-
ment only. The actual flying con-
trols terminated 'in enormous
bellows units, so that,t'he pilot had
the impression that he was work-
ing his controls against a slipstrearn
that varied in force according to
the speed he was flying, and with
the correst sponginess of air itself,
combined with further special con-
trol effects such as occur from
engine failure and such like. The
Link, on the other hand, with its
moving fuselage, took on the
correct attitudes, but did not give
the pilot the correct sensation.
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So successful was the Silloth
Trainer that, apart from its use for
cockpit drill and as a crew-pro-
cedure trainer, complete crews
were put in it for fatigue tests, and
to check rthe state of their reactions
under conditions of full aircraft
noise. This was useful both in it-
self and after training flights, in
order to tabulate the srew's ability
to tackle aircraft problems and
their susceptibility to e,rror under
these conditions.

A secondarv benefit. and one
which gave -Gordon iles mtrch
personal satisfaction, was that it
gave full employment to the
pianola constructors of the Aeolian
Company. The major production
of components took place at Auto-
matic Player Piano Actions Ltd,
Southall, under the direction of the
Aeolian Pianola and Duo-Art
mechanics. The sound-effect com-
ponents were made by The Rank
Organization in Shepherd's Bush.
The trainer itself was entirely the
design of Gordon Iles, and the pro-
totype was made by Iles and by
Palmer (of APPA) personally.
Thus, if you looked at the' illustra-
tions of the parts operating the
Silloth Trainer, you would have
seen gargantuan mechanisms
instantly recogrisable to anyone
who has worked on a Duo-Art
piano, the rotary blowers, the

accordion pneumatics, etc., etc., in
never-ending combinations.

At the height of the Silloth fame,
its inventor, in the noble tradition
of absent-minded geniuses, was
driving a service Hillman car,
when he decided to pass a lorry,
near the brow of a hill, while rush-
ing from one airfield to another
to check the problems arising at
difterent installations. fust over
the hill was, unfortunately, a cross-
road, and an RAMC lorry was
destined to meet Iles' drab blue
car in an impact of the sort which
is spectacularly destructive. For-
tunately, Gordon was thrown clear,
zooming out through the sunshine
roof, describing a graceful arc over
the offending lorry and touching
down in the road 'the other side of
the crossing. Fortunately also, the
lorry was carrying a doctor, who
was able to treat Gordon
immediatelv. All the same. he
spent a year in and out of hospital,
and for a long time was in no con-
dition to rush round air stations
tightening leather nuts and adjust-
ing springs.

Shortage of geniuses . . .

It now became painfully clear
to the Air Ministry that not all of
its staff were pneumatic and
electronic geniuses. More experts
must be trained, so Gordon was

put to lecture 30-40 people at a
time at Lindholm near Doncaster
for three months in 1944 in an
attempt to correct this deficiency.
It remains doubtful that any of his
pupils could really have replaced
the maestro himself. In the
absence of a live-wire pneumatic
industry, change was bound to
come. The Silloth Trainer was in
full use up to 1947, bu,t the civil
airlines had their own army of
electronics experts and a change-
over to electronic trainers was
made in order to make use of the
new-fangled, existing techniques
and talents.

The nation did not, however,
forget. In 1948 Gordon Iles
received an inventor's award
amounting to fl00 for his contri-
bution to winning the war.
Certainly, at the time of the Silloth
Trainer. the aircraft was in fact a
pneumatic instrument, which
needed a pneumatic solution to its
problems. Today it is arguable
that modern aircraft, with their
computerised controls and iet
engines have moved into the new
age of electronics. It is necessary,
however. that the Silloth story
should be told, lest the secret of
the mechanical piano at war remain
locked for ever in the photographic
archives of the Imperial War
Museum.

Left: the master control unit displays masses of
player piano components and is driven by the DuoArt
pump at the bottom. Sound shelf is a Harnmond
organ and above it is the sound amplifier. Below:
control response motors with multiple stages.
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SNI]FF BOX
WALTZ
A musical relic from the
pre-Victorian drawing
RECENTLY, David Tallis came
upon the cover of a piece of music
called The Snuff Box Waltz. The
striking thing about the cover was
the fine quality engraving, repro-
duced here, which adorned its
front. The tune was composed
about 1830 by someone unknown
other than by the initials MS.. The
first edition of Grove's Diotionary
tells us that " the scale and
arpeggio passages, played with
much use of both pedals, produced
something of the musical box
efiect upon the hearer, enhanced
a few years later by the intro-
duction in pianosr of brass bridges
and harmonic bars, which are to a
certain extent subject to the
acoustical conditions which affect
the musical-box combs." The
accompanying extract from the
tune shows the kind ,of imitation
that was possible.

Of the publishers, Monro & May,
we know that John Monro began
his sheet music publishing business
in around 1810 or I8l2 and formed
his partnership with Harry'May
between 1823 and 1848. The likely
date of this piece, which was
entered at Stationers Hall along
with all published music, is 1834.
The engraving by ] Hull of 70
Castle Street East. is both unusual
and detailed for a period when

room

music covers usually went in for
decorated graphics and floral
designs rather than the representa-
tive, materialistic image. The
original engraving is 6frin overall
width.

The musical snuft box was
known in France as tabatidre d
musique and this was the title
which Anatol Liadov gave to one
of his many attractive, brief piano
pieces. Pianistic imitations of the
musical box are no,t uncommon in
the recent past although today,
probably due to the fact that most
people have no experience of the
developed musical box, they are
seldom heard. Popular once and
frequently broadcast during the
era of the 78 rpm gramophone
record was a piece of pianistic
ephemera called The Musical Box
wi,th which the names of Rawicz
and Landauer, one-time duetists,
were associated.

: An extract from The Snuff Box
Waltz lron the library of the Editor,

ETHICS OF RESTORATION
More rnusical boxes are being spoiled today th,an at any other time in history. The Editor

uoices hi,s concern.

HOW justifiable is the cleaning of
a musical box ? How successful
the chances of repair. And what
of the original should be allowed to
remain or, mone to the point, how
much of the original is it right and
proper to remove ?

It may sound paradoxical, but
restoration is in many ways another
form of destruotion. Restoration
destroys original working and even
if the ideal is achieved, which is to
restore to as-new condition, some-
thing of the original is gone for-
ever.

I am increasingly concerned at

the amount and degree of restora-
tion carried out by enthusiasts who
may be completely overlooking
this fact.

Comb tuning warning
The ethics of restoration are

simple. Ask yourself this question:
Is the degree of restoration such
that the original performance of
the instrument will be altered
beyond redemption ?

One particular area which gives
me the most concern is comb tun-
ing wherein many restorers who
just do not understand what they

are doing take it upon themselves
to " tune " a comrb. This is wrong,
is completely against the whole
meaning of restoration and is to be
deprecated. New teeth in a comb
need tuning. A comb which has
been badly rusted may need tuning,
and a re-leaded comb will need
adjustments to the weight of each
lead (not rto the metal of the tooth
itself). But the ad hoc retuning of
a comb is wrong and completely
unjustified. Altering the tuning of
a comb may not be the aim of the
novice restorer, yet certain of his
repair processes may amount to the
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same thing. Why not so long ego
I was in'the audience at a lecture
given by a restorer who advocated
not just grinding oft the tips of disc
box combs, but of grinding down
the star-wheels and re-setting the
comb !

Again although a sparkling
mechanism may look good, I now
do not favour the arbitrarv total
cleaning of a box which- is in
perfect working order. Dismant-
ling and cleaning a mechanism is
just another form of destruction.
Valuable oxide films built up on
wheelwork at the expense of wear
are destroyed and the risk of
damage in these circu,mstances is
very high.

Leave well alone
Generally, if a musical box

works well, you can only be creat-
ing trouble and more work for
yourself if you choose to dismantle
and clean it. Now cleaning is
necessary as part of a maior over-
haul and dust and dirt probably
clog the works to the point where
cleaning is essential Lo proper run-
ning in some cases. But a playable
box which works perfectly and
which has earned the discoloration
due to its age does not haoe to b,
cleaned. I have reached the point
now where I will not buy a cleaned
box unless I know who cleaned it
and why. So many dubious
musical box cleaners abound todav

- some actuallv leave abrasivl
metal polish in bi:arings and wheel-
work -that prudence pays.

Case cleaning is a little more
justified and a lot safer to under-
take but once again you need to
think carefully before starting
work. Marks which mav mea,n
nothing to you could proi,e valu-
able clues to another person or to
a subsequent owner, so you should
not erase markings which you can-
not comprehend. With an incom-
plete mechanism, for example, the
now-missing parts may be found
to have left witness marks on case
or brasswork and these can prove
invaluable clues to the expert.

The musical box collector is
largely the product of our own age
and he is more venturesome than
ever before. He is tackling work
which only a few years ago he
would not have bothered to try on
the grounds that musical boxes
were cheap and it was just not
worth while doing.

But now the raritv and scarcitv
of musical boxes hai made owners
far more aware of repair and
restoration as a means to extending
their collection and increasing its
value,

It could be said that circurn-
stances will prove, in later genera-

tions, this to have been the era
when, in appreciating the value of
musical boxes for the first time
since they were new, more boxes
were spoiled than at any time in
their history.

Because of this I urge you not to
tackle any repair or cleaning work
unless you have fully weighed up
the conditions in ;terms of necessitv
and of your own ability. Nobody
will ever thank you for spoiling a
musical box just because you
thought you could do some'thing
which subsequently proved too late
to be beyond your understanding.

And don't practise comb-tuning
unless you are (a) a musician); (b)
a musical exper.t who understands
the difterences betwen mean-to/ne
and equal temperament, (c) a time-
proven expert on musical boxes;
(d) extremely intelligent and with
good ears and a delicate hand; (e)
very careful, and (f have a con-
science capable of guiding you.

After and before . . .

There are plenty of musical box
enthusiasts and a few experts
about. Talk over your work with
them and get ideas from them.
Learn not by your experience' if
possible, but by the experience of
others. If in doubt about anything,
DON'T DO IT, DON'T EVEN

down vast curses upon you and
make you wish you had iaken up
stamp-collecting instead of musical
boxes.

If all this sounds a bi,t like over-
stating the case, I venture to

suggest that you pause and think
for a while. How many instru-
ments do gou know that played a
little better before vou serviced
them than they do now ?

Some measure of blame must be
borne, I know, by those (myself
included) who have in the past
advocated wholesale repair and
restoration work without, I now
admit, oftering sufficien;t warning
of the pitfalls to be encountered by
the unwary.

A sad example
Two months ago, a Society mem-

ber brought to me a small Nicole
Frdres box which was obviouslv
early and of high quality. tt had
forrnedy played quite sweetly in
spite of having a handful of teeth
missing. Entrusted to a well-
known rqrairer, now deceased, he
was horrified to receive the box
and a large bill. The replaced
teeth were visibily unmatched and
did not play in tune. But even
worse was the fact that for reasons
too easy to explain, most of the
other teeth were now dead. The
box was finished. I hope that the
perpetrator of this work is not
entrusted to servicing the angels'
harps otherwise Heaven will be a
pretty discordant place for those
of us who aspire to reside there in
later years.

skilled man who knows when to
turn a iob down and say " f can-
not or do not know how to repair
that."

Lyraphon myster
SOME years ago, while viewing
the collection of Ruth Bornand in
New York, your editor spotted this
unusual disc-playing manivelle --

low. The simple inside-lid decora-
tion just says " Lyraphon No. 3
PATENT" but no reference is made
as to which patent ! One suspects
that it must be of Teutonic origin.

Has any member any information
on this and are there others in
existence ? Was there a Lyraphon
I and 2?
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J CH DETMERING
The story of a Hamburg distributor

FROM member Alan K Clark comes three pictures
of two iterns in his collection which bear the mark
I Ch Detmeing. The first is a small musical box
which, says Alan Clark, looks like a typical four-air
Paillard. The serial nunber, however, is rather low

-430-and the lower tuning lead on the comb
carries this number plus the numbers 3 and, 17. The
picture, reproduced here, shows the lid of the box
with the tune sheet and two shield-shaped metal
medallions bearing the name of Detmering. This is
shown in close up in the second picture. The scale
is in millimetres/cm.

The third picture is of the movement of the second
Detmering nusical box. There is nothing extra-
ordinary about the movement which is a straight-
forward late two-air mechanism with right-hand
bezel-type tune-changer from a lever regulated
between cone screws (illusfrrated in detail on page
497 oI Volume 6 of. The Music Bor). The serial nurn-
ber, stamped in small, irregularly.aligned numerals
close to the cock, is 34638. Provision for variable
spring tension on the stopstart lever, comrnon on
musical photograph movements, is provided by the
usual system of retaining notches on the arm. Alan
Clark asked for details of this firm.

The Hamburg business of f Ch Detmering was
founded in 1858 for the wholesa,le dishibution of
musical instruments and their import/export. The
business was begun at 21 Wexstrasse, Hamburg 3, but
as the business expanded, further premises were
secured at 59 Schauenburger Strasse. By the tum
of the century, large warehouse facilities were also in
use at 40 Hamburger'Strasse in the llamburg suburb
of Barmbeck. At this time the business was being
managed by Adolf Christoph Detmering, lnssibly a
son of the founder.

At this time, so imp,ortant was the De-tmering
business that its management was norminated to serve
on the Hamburg division of the Council of fudicial
Administration for rnusical instruments and in fact
was the principal of this division - the other division
was pianos and this was led by I C H Snell.

The business survived the first war and continued
to factor musical lnstruments of all sorts. Tte last
entry in the Hamburg directories appeared as late as

June, 1940. The business was still at 2l Wexstrasse

It is unlikely that Detmering s
importers and factors, but the t
musical novelties which thev s
photograph albums, cigar dispensers, musical plates
and so on, imported movements were stamped with
their name.

,'i
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FEW WORDS
ABOUT AT]CTIOI{S
IN THE ERA before we all knew
better, a musical box was a musical
box and you didn't have to know
whether it was made by Soit e
Spiraux, wound by a key, a lever
or a length of string. Auctioneers,
accustomed to dealing with
mangles, wardrobes an'd monstrous
marble clocks dating way back to
the 1890s, were not over generous
with their catalogue descriptions.

Even Sotheby's and Christie's
used to use lay terminology for
want of better knowledge to
describe these piffiing piec.es of
low-value merchandise. A watch
or good clock, on the other hand,
would warrant a detailed descrip-
tion almost down to the name of
the charp who swept up the floor
of the workshop where the crafts-
man filed out the leaves of the
pinions. The musical box, though,
was denied any of this.

Since then, the tide of knowledge
has engulfed us all and we have
become experts in everything from
cylinder wax to rthe chemical
analysis of the dirt in the crevices
of the lids of 29$in Polyphonions.
In short, we have the ability to
describe accurately and adequately.

Christie's and Sothebv's now
each have musical box eiperts on

From the National Technical Museum in Prague comes this picture of an
interchangeable-cylinder orchestral box with six bells struck by seated
manda ins. A 22-note reed organ, &beater drrn and Gbeater castanet
form the accessories to this pieces which is possibly by Paillard, c. 188G90.
This is a fine example of a quality box of the period.

masterpiece of musir;al box

#"*:
travel-

ling the country to attend a sale
bid by proxy)
description of

s us.
orchestian is

West Country for orchestrion, no
description can be considered com-
plete unless the number of keys
and stops is included. Even the
number of pipes would help.
Other fine organs include one by
" George Pike " who is claimed to
be an appretice of Charles Clay.
Nothing is said of the music.

Musical boxes fare badlv with
descriptions such as "-Nicole
Freres key-wind Musical Box - 8
tunes " without so much as
reference to any number. But the
apparent discovery of a new maker
is revealed by two lots both
described as being by Etoufioirs en
Alier (sic).

Without wishing to app€ar
overly_ unclaritable or pompous.
The Music Bor feels that-it would
have been of infinite value if the
auction house in questi,,on had seenfit to obtain the services of an
expert to oatalogue the musicwork
in this sale. As it is, a large num-
ber of members have been
antagonised by the reeipt of this
missive through the post. We hope
tha! we do not experience a repeat
of this.

While in a castigatory mood,
several ,members have drawn atten-
tion to the practice of some auction
houses to charge the purchaser a
10 per cent commission and this
has already caused ernbarrassment
to at least two members who have
found themselves required to pay
more than their accepted bids.
Buyers' premiums are not new,
and some Midlands auctioneers
have opera'ted this way for some
while. Their recent inrtroduction
to the main rooms of the London
houses has brought the matter to
the attention of a wider public.

How auction houses conduct
their businesses is largely their
own affair, bult it is important that
you should study the conditions of
sale at an auction room before
attempting to bid. Failure to do
so may cause problems and, if you
are unable to comrplete the trans-
action, could cost you any deposit
paid. It is argued that the prices
obtained at houses where the
buyers' premiun operates could be
lower than at a non-premium
house. Certainly the arrival of the
practice in London has caused
much controversy. Auspbium
deteioris otsi ?

their staffs, d,emonstrating the
correct attirtude that if vou are
expected to sell something at
auction, then you will benefit by
describing it accurately. Our mem-
bers Christopher Proudfoot and
fohn Baddeley provide iust that
experience to the respective houses
for which they work.

For those who need to know
how to describe, there is now
ample reference material available
to be consulted. No more do we
need to return to the dark ages of
indeterminacy and semi-literacy in
musicwork.

And so it came as a great surprise
to receive an auotion catalogue a
few weeks ago concerning a large
musical box sale in the South West
of England which perpetrated just
about all the things which we
thought were behind us. We find
that the catalogue has been mailed
to all members in the UK in a bold
attempt to ensure a large audience
of collectors at a way-out-of-the-
way venue. A fine, expensively-
produced colour catalogue pro-
duced by a house which claims
over two centuries of experience
contains the most remarkable
examples of non-description. Let
us quote a few example from this

Orchestre h Chinois
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THE
MT]SICAL
CLOCK
THE addition of musicwork to timepieces
goes back to at least the l4th century, the
earliest reference yet found being in the
Cracow horological manuscript of about
1380 (see The Music Bor, Volume 3, page
200). The earliest systems made use of
the bell; later on the organ was equally
favoured. The dulcimer or harp came
much later along with the tuned-steel
tooth musicwork.

Cylinder-operated nested bells oftered a
greater degree of compactness than the
generally bulky organ mechanisms. On
these pages are illustrated specimens of
each.

Top left is a particularly fine organ clock
made by George Hewitt of Marlborough,
England, featuring four stops (stopped
diapason, principal, twelfth and fifteenth)
and 19 notes. Four barrels each of 12
tunes originally accompanied this clock:
three survive. The piece was restored four
years ago by rnember Freddie Hill.
Below is a musical clock made between
1770 and, 1794 in London by Eardley
Norton. 'Twenty-four hammers play on 16
bells, some bell having two hammers to
speed repitition. Restored by Keith
Harding who had to make and tune new
bells.

Facing page: 'The top two pictur€s and
that on the lower left show details of an

Wales tt.

Similar to the Eardley Norton clock and
probably of similar date is the bell-playing
musical clock, far right, lowgr picture. This
is contained in a handsome ebonised case
and hap 17 bells struck by 28 hammers -the double hammers are clearly seen in the
picture. The maker is Allin Walker of
Amsterdam and the clock is on exhibition
at the Nationaal Museum van Speeldoos
tot Pierement in Utrecht.
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RZtrBITSCHEK
IN
PRAG
IT IS exactlv seven vears
since The Mi,csic Box pub-
Iished its first article on Czech
and Viennese makers of
cylinder musical boxes. Since
that time, many more
examples of pieces from this
quarter have come into the
hands of collectors and a few
more makers have been
identified. Recentlv Richard
Kahane showed The Musi,c
Box some new pictures of
boxes in the National Tech-
nical Museum in Prague and
this has inspired us to take a
fresh look at the unusual
characteristics of these
makers, particularly the work
of Rzebitschek

MUSICAL boxes emanating from
Austria and Czechoslovakia all
exhibit certain charaoteristics
which are demonstrably different
from those of instruments manu-
factured in other parts of Europe.

I,t is an indisputed fact that, even
today, very little is known about
these makers outside their own
countries. Sadly, the political
situations which reign in some of
the areas of Central Europe make
research virtually impossible. What
is known, rhowever, is that a num-
ber of Central European makers

have been identified and it appears
that all marked their work with
their names.

Best known is probably Rzebit-

schek, divided between Frantisek
and Gustav (who westernised the
name to Rebicek). Then the,re is
what app€ars to have been a
partnership with one member of
this family with 'the name of
Willen,bacher & Rzebitschek.

Another group was the product
of the Olbrich name, one identified
by the initial A (Anton ?) and the
other as fon.
All named movements

Other names are Slawik &
Freiszler, A Bartel, Alois Mal! and
F Einsidl. Withou,t exception, all
specimens seen have been named
and all feature these common
characteristics.

Thanks to the eftorts of Richard
Kahane who is now in trnndon
after serving with the United
States Embassy in Prague, we are
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STARTING TO PLAY . PAWL LATCHED UNDER DETENT Pin on detent arm runs
in sully in cylinder cnd

dctent arm down.

* *{<

Pin on pawl and pin un
cylinder end on srme pitch

circle diamelcr

,
Stop'start detont

PLAYING BUT PAWL RELEASED BY PIil ON CYLINDER END

curved am now contacts the
inner edge of the gulleJ
ready to move into the stop
dmp at the end of the tune.

STOPPED AT END OF TUNE, DETENT ARM TRAIL IN DROP

On some tvpes of movement,
such as the Jon Olbrich
shown overleat, the pawl
hds un cxlcndcd ilm at its
back. iUrn! of these mo(e-
menls were made tor use in
clocks, pla! in g when the
detent was depressed by a
mechanism ftom thc clock-
work. When fitted inro
boxes, stop,/stail and repeat
(holding the detent down)
contrcls were simply len gtns
of @rd which prssed out of
the case sides, usually wrth
ivorv knobs on the ends

The lower bearing tor the
mdless and its one-piece

ri gid fan is pemanently
Iocated in the correct
position bv a smalrbracket
screrved and dowclled to
one side oI the inner Bear
train block lt is, therefore,
i m m e d i a te I y repositioned
after dismantling tor clean-
rng, thoreb\ asording the
Iensthl adjushen t sequence
needed to re-set a Swiss

Swiss movements.

But quite unlike Swiss and
French musical movemen)ts is the
long-span ,fixed air brake. Whereas
the Swiss fan was always adjust-
able on the endless, there is a
sense of finesse, finality and pre-
cision about the Czech and

Vb*aese movements in the wav
that the very non-adjustability ol
the fan indicates that the makers

wene
r the
onc€
need

adjustment again.
The stop/start mechanism is so

difterent
tha,t a v
thing. of
panymg
system works and its characteristics
c-an easily be seen by referring to
the three stages shown.

Case sQrle
Concerning the actual wooden

cases of 'these instrumenrts. all the
original qlses so far seen have
demonstrated the style of con-
struction seen in these pictures -a plain, thinwood box with rnitred

always cased in a nicely-made box.
Musically speaking, all these

pieces display the charaoteristic
purety of sound and the excellence
of musical arrangement which is
indicative of the work of a quality
manufacturer. Even the small
movements - 'that shown in the
centre
has 85
exceedi
sound and sonority of a much
Iarger musical movement.
Ambitious barrel-pining, arrange-
ments which mak6 ma"iimum rise
of the resources of the com;b and
above all a very slow surface sDeed
of Jhe cylinder combine to ailow
perfgrmances of long and complex
music while the .proximity of 

'the
prlns on some pieces rnakes one

able to illustrate some of the
specimens contained in the
National Teahnical Museum,
Prague. First on page 140 is a
movement by F Rzebitschek.
Beneath rthis is a general view of a
musical box by Gustav Rebicek
s€en complete with its unusual
acoustic base and separate painted
lid. The movement of this is
shown in close-up, lower left. A
second specimen of this type of
musical box is seen at the bottom
of ,this page.

Characteristics
What can be learned from a

study of these pictures ? First is
the prime cha,racteristic which is
probably known to all members -namely the fact thart all these
movements have the treble notes
on the left, and the bass on the
right. Next is the noticeably long
and slender comb teeth wirth
equally slender tips being plucked
by cylinder pins which are thicker
and protrude further from the
cylinder surface than do those on
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wonder at the skills needed in
cylinder pinning. Invariably, the
bottom note in the bass (far right)
has two tips.

The overall impression of these
musical movements is that their
makers devoted far more attention
to the features that mattered and
were prepared to disregard those
which were not critical to the
musical performance. As
mechanisms, they are better
engineered than most Swiss-rnade
boxes.

Left is a box dating from 1870-90
bearing the stamp of Gustav
Rebicek. The long, somewhat
coarse comb has 103 teeth and the
piece is contained in a conventional
type of wooden case with a lock.

auEsTIoN & ANSWER
by Keith Hardtng and Cliff Burnett

Q. What is the purpose of the circle
of card sornetimes found in spring
batels ?

A. Most of us have had the experi-
ence of listening to a musical box
which has an annoying vibration in
the loud passages. The commonest
cause is loose parts in the lock,
though it can also be caused by a
loose screw, possibly a case screw,
or almost any part of the mechan-
ism which is loose. In the case of
keywinds it may be the control
levers vibrating against the under-
neath of the bedplate, which is whY
they are usually bound with twine.
However, we had a box recentlY in
which the vibration was traced to
the spring barrel; the coils of the
spring were in contact with the end
of the barrel, and the trouble was
cured by inserting a Piece or card.
The original cards are worth look-
ing at, as they are sometimes cut
from old trade cards, and maY be a
clue as to the maker of the box or
a subsequent repairer. After look-
ing at them, they should be Put
back, as they form part of the
history of the box.

Q. How do I repair the tortaise
shell case of a snuff box ?
A. First of all, it is not made from
the shell of a tortoise but from the
shell of a Hawksbill turtle, such as
may sometimes be found hanging
on the wall of a junk shop. The
tortoiseshell comes oft in plates if
it is immersed in boiling water, and
the plates may be softened and
pressed flat, then sanded, polished
and cut to size. Tortoise shell
has the property of being self weld-
ing under the application of heat

QUESTIONS on the subiect of
musical boxes are conducted by
Keith Harding and Cliff Burnett
and should be sent to 93 Hornsev
Road, London, N7 6Df.
Questions on the subiect of player
and reproducing pianos are con-
ducted by Gerald 'Stonehill and
should be sent to I The Boltons,
London. SWl0.

and pre'ssure (see The Musical Box
Workshop Manual), but this may
be difficult to achieve when hand-
ling a delicate box. An alternative

CRITERION

Rare American disc machine is
the Criterion. This lltin model
belongs to Hughes Ryder, New
]ersey. See page 145.

is to use a modern cyano acrYllic
adhesive, such as Cyanolit or Per-
mabond, but these are dangerous
to use unless you are extremelY
careful, and must on no account
come into contact with the skin, or
you may need a surgical operation
to get your fingers apart! I am not
joking, it has happened. In anY
case, work of this nature should
not be attempted unless You are
certain of a perfeot result, and use
of an insoluble adhesive offends
against the " principle of reversa-
bitlty " which forms part of the
code of ethics for restorers. We
have read elsewhere of the use of
an insoluble adhesive bY an organ
repairer which made it necessary
foi the next repairer to split the
wood to get'the organ apart.

Tony Sherrif writes:-
" I enclose a list of mY Nicole
boxes. I found it very difficult to
read some of the titles, and onlY
hope that you can correct anY that
I may have got wrong.
" Talking on the phone about lead
tuning weights disintegrating, tbe
information I have (3rd hand)
comes from a museum curator,
and the recipe they use is for clean-
ing lead statuettes. TheY saY, boil
in water, several changes, followed
by immersion in a 10/. solution of
aceticacid..."
A. Thank you for your list of
Nicole Freres tunecards, gamme
numbers and serial numbers. These
have now been incorporated into
our records. Please encourage
everyone you know who has a
Nicole Freres to let us have details
of it directly, as our records of this
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-u0", are now producing some
really exiiting results, as well as
enabling us to help collectors whose
Nicole Freres boxes have lost their
tunecards, and who can find the
gamme number scratched on the
end of the cylinder, on the base
tuning lead and under the comb at
the front of the brass comb base.

NEVER, under any circumstan-
ces allow acetic acid, commonly
sold as vinegar, to come into con-
tact with lead objects, as it is the
industrial catalyst used for conver-
ting lead into white lead (lead
carbonate), the very process we
wish to avoid. We suspeot it is thc

organic acids in the case of table
Polyphons which make lead degra-
dation such a common feature,
especially of the l5+" (39.8cm)
disc size. Incidentally, it is strange
ihat loss of leads does not make
such Polyphons sound wildly out
of tune, but merely thin in tone, so
that the unsuspecting purchasers
often pay such silly prices for them
in salerooms. You can try brushing
off the worst of the white powder
with a brush and then varnish or
Iacquer the leads, but it would be
ideal in most cases to replace the
leads and retune; by ear please and
not with a machine.

RESURRECTED
Keith Harding describes two interesting

boxes he recenth) restored
IT H.AS been truly said that we
cannot own a great work of art. It
belongs to posterity, and if we are
lucky we may buy the right to live
with it for a period, which is both
a privilege and a responsibility.

These rtwo pictures, taken after
overhaul, show a supenb Nicole
Freres " Grand For'mat " four
overture keywind musical box,
serial number 31021, gamme num-
ber 1396. The programme, also
found on box num,ber 32029 which
belongs to another member, is as
follows:-

l. Gazza Ladra-Rossini
2. Der Freischuttz-Weber
3. Norma-Bellini
4. Les Huguenots-Meyerbeer
These were all the most popular

operas written by their respeotive
composers, the last in date being
Les Huguenots, which was first
performed in Paris in 1836 and in
London in 1842. This fits in well
with a probable date of manu-
facture for the box of c. 1850. The
large cylinder m€asures 16.4 inches
by 3'8 inches, giving a playing time
of nearly rthree minutes, and the
brilliant arrangement of the music
makes full use of the possibilities
presented ,by a comb of no fewer
than two hundred and thirtv
tee,th; quiet, . gentle passages arl
contrasted with fast, exciting runs
in which,the whole orchestra seems
to be playing at once.

It is only fitting that such an
exquisite movement should be
conrtained in an equally beautiful
case, veneered in rosewood and
marvellously inlaid in brass,
mother of pearl and coloured
enamel. The progriunure is
engraved on a brass pla,te inside

the lid. The winding "key " is of
the external ratchet type only
supplied witli the best boxes. If
only we could know for whom such
a box was first made !

Alth,ough the box had been
cleaned before we received it, and
sounded " good ", i t was clearly
capable of sounding much better,

and members may be interested to
know some of the ,things we did
during the ten days we spent bring-
ing the box back to a state of near
perfection. The work took more
than sixty hours, and was indeed
a labour of love.

To say rthat there was no end
shake on ,the spring arbor is an
understa,tement; it was, in fact, so
tightly gripped by the motor bridges
that they were bent outwards !
The cylinder arbor, on the other
hand, had so much end shake that
it would have been impossible to
put 'the cylinder in register and
keep it there without moving in
the cylinder bridges. Faults such
as these are unlikely to have been
pr€sent when the instrumenrt left
the makers, and a common cause
is that someone has removed pack-
ing from under one side of a bridge
or put some where there was none

mind that 'to do so mav also
involve re-positioning the cirmb.

We also refinished the barrel,
which had been horribly straight-
grained with emery paper, and
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removed, cleaned and re-lubricated
the mainspring (danger; handle
with car.e). All the screws had the
inevitable burr marks, caus€d
because someone had used too
small a screwdriver, and these had
to be removed with a file and the
screws polished in a lathe, using
flat buffing sticks to avoid round-
ing the corners. Please note that
all finishing is done by hand, and
the only part on which it is safe to
use the buffing wheel is a case
washer. Above all. no abrasive of
any kin'd is used on the cnomb.

The tips of the teeth were d,eeply
grooved on one side due to the box
having played out of register for a
long time. This cause the teeth
to fall ofi the pins unevenly, and
in,troduced a sideways vector to
their motion. As a result. thev
tended to vibrate in a sort oi
figure of eight instead of straight
up and down, producing a devia-
tion from the desirable sinusoidal
wave form and 'thereby spoiling the
tone. The cure was rto hone the
tips. This should only be attempted
by someone with a great deal of
experience, or much damage may
result. In this ,case, the teeth
were at least level about the
horizontal plane, bu,t the task was
made very much harder by the fact
that the sides of the cylinder had
sagged and the ends of the pins
w€re not in an absolutely straight
line; there were bulges coinciding
with the positions of rthe cylinder
dividers. This had to be taken
into consideration when honing the
comb, although ,the bulges were
not visible to the naked eye.

Complete re-dampering was
necessary, as the existing dampers
were the wrong shape and the wire
was for the most part too, light in
weight for the teerth so that the
dampers could not work properly.
Of course irt is no use darnpering
a comb unless the pins are straight,
and straightening the pins in the
usual way with a narrlow bore tube
took a whole day.

Incidentally, absolute perfec'tion
in dampering is the nearest thing
to impossibilirty. The real exper,t
is n,ot someone who listens intentlv
for damper squeaks, but someon-e
who listens to the music.

Final adjustment of the comb is
often spread over several days,
since the human ear tires quickly.
The most importanrt thing is to get
the timing right by listening to the
chords and watching the teeth.
Loudness is not necessarilv oon-
sistent with quality of sourid. Iu
faot, the harder a to,oth is plucked,
the longer it takes to settle down
into a sinusoidal mcytion and pro-
duce a pure tone. That Nicole

Freres themselves were aware of
this is shown by their answers to
customers asking for louder boxes.
Greater loudness withou:t sacrifice
of quality could only have been
achieved by improving the design
of their cases, but the necessary
research had to wait for the age
of better understanding of
acoustics. Perhaps one of our
readers who is also a hi-fi enthusiast

would like to wrirte an ar.ticle on
the design of acoustic' cabinets,
but that is another matter.

This wonderful musical box is
now the proud possession of an
oil man from Holland, who took it
home in his own private plane.
Perhaps it is not inappropria'te
that such a fine operatic instru-
ment is n,ow the propenty of a Fly-
ing Dutchman.

THE two pictures above show the
restored transfer-printed lid and
th,e insides of a rare Paillard
sublime harmonie drum and six
bells musical box. The bells are
surmounted with enamelled flowers
and struck with good quality
enamelled beaters resembling
insects. There is a tune indicatoi
and the box is fitted with two
zithers, one on each musical comb.
The cylinder is thirteen inches long
with the standard diameter of 2.j
inches.

When it first oam,e in, we alm,ost
turned the job down, but for the
rarity and proba;ble qualrity of the
box. There were thirteen teeth

broken and twenty-two tips rniss-
ing, the cylinder needed repinning,
and of course governor work was
needed.

The really interesting thing
about rthis box was that when we
had it playing again, we found that
the appar,ently original set of bells
were hopelessly out of t:rne rvith
the combs, in other words, they
were the wrong set of bell;. We
feel that ,this was an original
factory mistake no,t spotted during
inspection, nor, it s€ems, by sub-
sequent purchasers. This is not
the first time that we have found
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CHRISTMASTIMES
PAST oao

MECHANICAL musrcal instruments have probably
always been high up on the list of available and
acceptable items to serve as Chrishnas gifts -although today they are probably far too expensive.
On this and the following three pages, we take a
nostalgic journey back through the years and.
through the medrum of old advertisements, see what
the spirit of Christrnas may once have inspired us
to buy. The period is from 1882 to 1923 and all the
notices come from the collection of Paul N Otten-

Above: Fred Sander, Boston importer, p
rather than the box itself back in l89l
this ad for the €riterion, F G O'tto's s
New York, M f Paillard was agent for
the previous year. Below : The earliest notice seen for McTammany's
Tournaphone organefte, this dates from 1882.

heimer of New Jersey

Grand Orchestral Music Boxes.
Plaving any number of the most pol)ular airs by means of

CHANCEABLE STEEL DISK.
It is the greatest ancl most durable musical noreltl of this

centur). Slx sizes, $2o to S2@.@ Catal()gue FREE.
FRED. H. SAIIDERi lMPORTER,

146 FRANKLIN 9r., BOSTON, MASS.

Pronounced by Dlullcal md
Mecbanl@I &Dert€.

''Tm w0t[D's BEST ilUSICB0X."
witb &n Unllmit€d SuDDlv of Music

at Triflinr. Cblt:
Combines all ?esirable im-

provements of instruments of
this kiud, aud besides. pos-
sesses martv oricriual and
valuable feaiures.- Suits the
solemnitv of tbe hour of
prayer a-nd the mirth of the
ballroom.
Mechanlcally, it ls faqltlerr.

Muelcally, the hlghest
achlcvement of lts Xind.ln appearence, an ornament

.Our arrangements ol rnusic
are as near perfection as the
greatest skill arrd unlimited.
experience cal ntake themin mechanical irrstruments.

Free Calalog.ae.
ttl. J. Palllard & Co.,

'l'lr. x|,,,\( ( r'r r' l'li -' rrtrr rr \ rrr\irxl ir\lrilrr rt \tLi(h[r[strt(trct tlt xil,.r'r,,n,,ftlr" sr'rt'l
ll\r,'rr.lrrrctn'rr:rrr,l,'l!rali'rrnrrs,'sirrrt'lllrilr(l'ikl(rlco['Irr:lx'r(ln'r,lt'lxtrl.rrrllr(rIcc'rtirrltild

irF.l!'r\rrii.t'iu[,',tl'(tr'lr'ir( rtslo\(lt!. it\[!rrirxl I,ti(|ir!,t txrltl
lr.Drrr'ls,lri\',lrr,'rr lli,Ir,r.h r,r,rf, t,'turr.rrrllhc(;rc(k I r,;, rs,,'ilrt lrrcr rhcsliA.srrrc

r!ril .rrn',,iln'rs \"r,1 t('rr nrl,.'r'r'"
lTIsr_.1 

^'\lr\li 
lk,x."\rillri\rr-rr'UrlrrgDr"rr,lo[!nrslrrlsrr,risit!,lr',tllr'ril'I(r,'ust,r!'r'l\')t

ll'c'()r{ntrrll(: Iulrtrsre,,r'II'tr.trll-r"icr.l,l'lijlrrtirl"rNr'rli"-r'I'ilrr!ttlrrt$rllr,l,l,ror!t[(.',,tr'ril-
slcjrslisrt\isNrillri aD'l$irlrs'rrl"rt)rr\si',I rl'\tIr"irrlt,,,tr'rn\tlr( t!ru,'l,r "il\ \r-t'

lIrl!lrili\r "'lrrr\rt rrD l!i:rulY.'rLli!rr,rrrrrrfrtt'lh I'arl,,r>r,r rl,, \! rltl,\ rrrlrr,,"[i,rr i'rl tu\-
'u) rrrtl,r'lx'I(!"f tl(' r'rillloli

llr,rlrssto'\!rltrnrill.rn'lDrlsin(lI,rrsitr(lllr't\,,rrlr' t,rr(([tal,l(,,r"Iri!,il!rrrit'l\.tt(cr,,r(Irn-
sic,'f rll ti'xo ns $, ll rs t[c t!,ttrrlirct'r'rt,,,srti',r's,n tl!'tr\

'th', c,'rrtErt nrrrtrrrclurlnF tlr(sc l[stilrtrlltslrrr'.LARGE FACTORy tN wORCESTER, MASS, \r(h i
NEWYORKWAREROOMATNOTWESTI4thSTREET 1,rtslrrilxrx,'rr,trtsstrr,li',6*rlt r,,ltilillltirr-
rislr!l rYlrcn trsk€d fi,r.

ThePrrce ol a Srngl. Tourn.phonewrlhOh€Pr.ceotMu.,c,sS23OJ st!,:,1 i,,,lil,,rrtrtsrrrlt)ricrst!ill
bc tlr( n to cluUs or p( r3'nrs r crrillirC n'r n\ o,,r r'r!" r ilrilr llrorts

Arrytorrngnran.wlLhprop€rctrQrttrlso.CanReapaFoilun€r,ir'tr'nhr'ilrrl,irsol,l'rftrlrtrsrruu'(It.i)rit
rvlll s€ll ltsattwlcrever s|own
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TOURNAPH0NE MUSIC COMPANY, Worcester, Mass,
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FOR YOUR CHRISTIIIAS PRESENT-A

.lt^ ll-__2_ It
Stelh {usic B

The Etrus1c Box ?ar Ercefiettce for the I

\ A / g rr"r., *irhout fear of contradiction, that
Y v the historv of music-box manufacture

been a production -which for sweetness, harm

ffi^\-i4erfts UFqqslrr\zlz6sfu+J A#A-u

volume of tone can be comDared with our Stellr
We won't ask you to take our word for

In justice to yourself, you should nr't nrr

volume ot tone can De comPared wlEn our Jtelli
We won't ask you to take our word for

drous charms of this magnificent instrument. A
is that you avail yourself of an opportunity tc
we will be satisfied to accept your judgment.

rrr JuJrrvv !v

music box rvithout first listening to the I

be found on sale in every city of importan
the country'. Where we have no ageni

approval on receipt of satisfactory referen
tee. Drop us a line and we will tell you'
hear it. It plays with feeling, as if thenol

In justice to yourself, you should nr't nrr

music box rvithout first listening to the I

be found on sale in every city of importan
the country'. Where we have no ageni

approval on receipt of satisfactory referen
tee. Drop us a line and we will tell you'
hear it. It plays with feeling, as if the nol

by a master hand, and with a precision ancr

which is simply wonderful.
All the Stella Music lJoxes play any tune

number of tunes, and are the only music box

smooth steel tune sheets.

I wHAT-ouR-l " If I could not procure another, nothing could I Partrtrons tor Sreater co'verrrence lrl

I "r&iil."'i!o" I i,rd-,r." me to part with my steria Musi6 Box." | :|jfg,:\.1;il; Si::i",ll;:,.fl'l:ll;
a n d depth z:. Price including

:il:I:lti i:l ::::i:::: $r2s.00

JACOT /V\USIC BOX Co. I 

-

FOR EXAi,IINATION

59 TINION SQUARE' NEW YORK I w.,t.ro.Fultcatalogueandltstofrunes

iq 
^N=ryaxS=',6zfu=44\q:='',,6^=etu*J\A/nAs*gZ,a

From the Paul N Ottenheimer collection comes this notice frorn The Literary Ddgest of 1900.
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Charles Henry |acot founded the Jacot Music Box Company in
New York in the 1880s and became the principal distributor for
Mermod's rnusical boxes, both disc and cylinder. Above is a
1909 advertisement for the Mira-the original is printed in
colour - which describes its rnusic in glowing terms. Right :
Back in 1900, Jacot was advertising the three-cylinder Ideal
Sublime Harmonie interchangeable as a Christmas gift to be had
on easy terms, Below : The Orchestrion Harmonette, no doubt
a popular present in 1883. Below right: After the [riterion,
F G Otto made and marketed the Olympia in 1898.

THE ORCHESTRION HARMONETTE.
lf lro rnost s'onderfrrl

llluric:rl I rrr0rurne:rrG
i rr tlrr: rry<rrlrl. Il com-
bines h r h mu : i c a, Kl, n1t s ic idr-
. Nuvel ltt corrstruction;aovel lrt c()nstructtoni

clcgnnt in ctesign and
.N
5a

= IC plJys any tuDc-
('lflnce, popu tlrr ot 6ocrcd

-arrd & little ehil.l

The OLYMPIA ;:';T,.t"#9
iA lle hldr_l and most improoad of all lhe
l4xtic Roxes tuiLh iatctchohgcnble fune'oisks-

The piano rh' r r, hr"'. ^ltairPd hv tlrr

cunnnli+oou." :ii lli':;'.,,1 ii^::,,illli'1, :;
rh. l,ld!( r\ ril,.t L"rrr.rt"- I,r r'l' r'pir'lisl.
.r(,r. ru,,, I' -,,lrr i'il I.r.rll ut . rc ir th, ir' ur-
r.rt ail(i crprr!:ri\ c Icf,'l(ri,,B n! ll,! ()i)Drpid
Utrsir 1lo\ ils,ilf ;s str!?rlor to erery oth€r

. Nake itr t.te nn,i sirDl,li.rily (,[ cDrrstru' ti('rl

This $onderful i",' l r-r'irr ilt ',flrn: il,.
Richns or r"* .lill;l'ilili'lj,ll,l':1i,: lf
lsior Dtxks lvoilld l!a!r b.cil \on, orrt arrd
!kl(,(!- lr l(,c\il'r hir! r(' trr r.6-\(,1 t , t!aJi
cLy thilri rarr Hi!i lh.r $in.ljris c'ark n f.-rv
tuilr..-ril,,u{,1, i'n rl :,r Lur',s -{cnrir'rirr.
\rirb{'ui 1c \ti,.rilin(. IJislL5 at.r casill rhx'rSC.l
'-tirr)'r" l)racLira!1\ indc:trtrcliltLe

Ovcr 500 Tunes arc rr:ail)' rros., anrt thr
lalcst Iu5rc is r(r0staoilt beil'R rdd(1.

Send lor
tlandsome
lllustratcd
Catalogu€

rt 3ll Piic(r!,3ri!l

OLYMPIA

" Just as

Good "

"r, $2. 0 0 :r;*,,i:'i'ilf 3'ff"' 
"T 

,.'"7
Even ityou cannot play a singl. musical instrumcnt; even if others about you
cannot play, you can always, at any time that suits your plcasur., cn.ioy an un-
limit.d varicty of the swe€test music from this wondcrful Music Box .nd

AT A COST OI OIILY 25 CEIITS PER OAY TO OIGEST BEADERS,

ln ordcr to place this supcrb instrumcnt within easy reach of LITERARY DICEST
rcadcrs, wc make the remarkabl€ otrer of this SfgE Music Box ror only gro,
payable $2 with coupon b.tow, aDd the balanc€ in instalmcnts of S8 per monih.

trriF

An ldeal
Christmas

Gift

ffi8
ldeal Sublime Ha.rmonie

\Vc offcr tr) I tlriti\n\ l)r,lsl rclrrlcrs [or tlrc ncrt fcrv seeks
a linritctl n'rnrlrtr of Iderrl Srrblirrre llarrnonic Intcrchangcablc cylirder
mrrsic lrorcs, Pll[iru:.1 turrcs, \'ilh four cylirrdcrs rvith six tuncs cach
irr rr lrarrrlsorncll firrishcd ()rrk or I\hhoganl'crl)inct jo i;iclrcs lorg by
t5 rritle arrtl I t lrigh, rritlr drrrvcr to holtl thrcc c,tlindcrs. This instru-
nrcnt is scl[-actirrl, bcing opcratcrl by mcans oI trro porvcrful springs,
giring a rangc rrl trvcnty uritrutcs rvith one rvinding Each cylindcr
plals six tunes irr rotation, and each tunccirn be made to repeat at will;
thc tcmpo can bc rcgulatcd b1' mcans of a levcr Additional cylinders
of six turres circh can be had at an1' time from our rcgulu stock lists,
or mr(le t(, ordcr rvitlr an1' tunes dcsircd

-.fhc Idcal )Iusic Boxes are rcmarkab)y fine, being the bcst and

most tlrrrrblc nradc.
The tonc of the ldeal Sublime l{armmie is of great depth md

volunre, as this instrument has two combs or keyboards, while the
execution of thc music is remarkably brillimt, owing to the lilge
numbcr of pins in the cylinders. These instruments are not liable to
get out of orclcr, and wc gu*etee them for one yru, but with ordinty
care they will last a lifctime.

\\fe will ship this Music
Box by'freight or cxpress
on trial for tcn days; if
not satisfactory or as rep-
rescntcd, it can be re-

turned rt our expensc Dc-
lilcrc,l f. o b ,\'au York.

JACOT NUS'C
BOX COnPAIY,
Aant',.t 4qEWVOd.

Oltn and acnd u. the tollorlhS coupon

JAOT tustc &X @..
J9 Uolo! Sq@. N.i Yorl.

clNTLlM!f, : I cnrlotc $2 e, in r.h/. Jlr
v|ie, lt.ar. ndd.t../.o 6 'Va YorI, at ldeo!
Sulttiat j{azaotia Lf/'i. Ao' a,d /or. .rlirdc,t
lz1 lvr.t\,ot ada..ti!./; TH! LrTrralY DtcH
ol O.tob.. 26th, I agr.. tolot il. tralar.. (&6 @l
;n no"trly inltol|.nt o/iAAt dollort (tE @t.e,'

Nanz

Addrztt

ffi rilni::#t"ii:,#rit!*
'rr..-,--.r^- ,st+lclv- Ciurch ,lustc, te

::iiiru F.G.OTTO & SONS, jl.P,.'ffii,f"l
o' 

or arom Dealers ro Mustcal Instrum.nts.
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F G Otto is mainly remembered for the
" cuff " box named Capital, advertised
above in 1896. Left: Piano roll5 by
Q,R.S. were-and still are-ideal low-
cost gifts in l92f Nobody, not even the
company itself, knows what Q.R.S. means,

THREE THINGS fo, CHRISTMAS
A PLAYER PIANO-A ROLL CABINET
And a $ele.ction of QRS PLAYER ROLLS

Thsre are tlt';ny gcnil mrlts ot prlaycr fiiri'ro$ oe the n:rrket,
\XIhy do 9:ru suppose drnt lOQ prr rent r:'f pleycr piiuro man\r-
fietrrers ncnnrrlrs:nd Q It'S ILAYER ROLISI liccrusr rhry
kryxr. that n{r trurttar hoo.' iino thei{ instrul}r$t, it dn DryBr
ptu.iure a1;y fglst lrtl,sli tlrar: is in the rrll ald they ktr rrn thet

Q.R-.S PLAYER ROLLS ARE

A hundred years
before Q.R,S. pro-
rnoted piano rolls
for Christmas, you
might have chosen
to present some-
body rvith a French
ormolu clock which
could play music
frorn a musical
movement in the
base. Seen here
(right) is the move-
ment from such a
clock which is in
the fackson Fritz
collection. Made
around 1820 by
Henri Capt, who
stamped his name
on the comb base,
the cylinder is
7* inches long and
the 2O-segment
sectional comb has
a total of 100 teeth.
The movement is
set in motion by a
rod from the clock
which presses the
spoonlike detent
above the comb.
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tn. on thii,,gt'dsy4l-s.Jxr!,,r _L!?:bt'ln $r(le an

ET]TERPEPHON

Member Q David Bowers recently sent in these
pictures of yet another hitherto unrecorded disc
musical box - the Euterpephon. This is the only
specimen to have been discovered and appears to be
not iust a new brand name, but a completely new rnake
of disc machine. 'The box, which has a single comb
and a plain bedplate, appears to play a disc of about
30 cm diamgter, but, according to David Bowers,
plays quite well with an llin Polyphon disc. The
picture inside the lid shows the robed muse Euterpe
blowing two trumpets, one facing to the left and the
other to the right. The box is handle-wound from
the right side with the stop/start knob operating from
the left.

r'fi)r,iay 6/qr',t
* C;12' ()i1/ntt.t rt',"

-

EffiffiIHSitt
M*i

t/&c @€4 

-Wtt"r, rSecretary Reg Waylett attended the meeting
of our sister organisation, the MBSI, at New Orleans
during September, his presence was honoured by the
mayor who awarded him Honorary Citizenship of the
city. Reg Waylett was presented with the coloured
brevet reproduced above.

' & it hcr.by hnopn thrr . E-

GEM ORGANETTE
A miniature barrel reed organ

THE Gem Roller Organ plays on
reeds but, instead of the planar
system of programming (i.e. via a
punched disc or strip of material),
it operates like a barrel organ
from a rotating w,ooden cylinder
into the surface of which the
music is pinned. Unlike the
barrel oryan, though, long notes
are represented by a row of
closely-spaced single pins 

-there a're no bridges.
Manufactured by the Au,to-

phone Company, Ithaca, New
York, the Gem came in two
sizes. One played 20 notes from
a 6tin barrel, the other 32 n,otes
on a l5in one. Iater rnodels
were known as the Concert
Roller Organ and the large one
was the Grand Roller Organ.
Seen here, though, is a very
early model operating on
pressure via open bellowswork.
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THE
MECHANICS

OF THE
GEAR TRAIN

by Ken Fritz
WHAT causes noise, excessive wear, vibration,
irregular running and sluggishness in the running of
a musical box ? How can one estimate friction and
try to reduce its effects ? How does one design a
new wheel for the gear train which will avoid the
pitfall of an even ivot
proportions ? In on
gear train and ides
practical anstvers t

I

BEFORE setting up the gear train,
there are several points to which
serious consideration must be
given.
l. First we must have some idea
of the " rubbing " of the teeth in
all the gears and relate this to
some figure in terms of friction.
This is termed the coefficient of
f riction.
2. Next we must a,llow for the
oxide film effect and rnake suit-
able allowances for it.
3. We must also know the
coefficient of friction in the pivots
and at the same time know the
ideal .pivot diameter for a given
gear slze.
4. We must know the coefficient
of friction in the worm or 2nd
wheel and the endless and end-
stone.
5. We must know something of
the am,ount of energy from the
mainspring and the force it emits
as it is transfened through the
train and the effect of the total
terminal inertia at the governor
end upon this force.
6. We must have some value for
the co-efficient of friction for the
cylinder size to compensate for the
drag of the pins on the cylinder as
they are drawn through contact
with the cornb teeth.
7. We must calculate the force
required to move the cylinder in
order to design a source of power
adequate to run the machine for a
prescribed time.

Now none of this is an easy task
and in theory I can take you
through many pages of serious
calculations. Whi,le this would
prove our point, it would, I feel,
be an unnecess?ry complication.
The endeavour 'of this paper is to
present information in an easily

understandable form and so I will
state an empirical answer to these
questions as follows:

Point l-'015; 2:variable as
explained later; 3 - .25; 4: 5.5;
6: l'2; 7 : I2'5. The answer to
5 needs calculation.

I will try to relate sirnplv (a) the
design of the gear train; (b) tooth
loads; (c) friction and wear; (d)
lubrication - where and why; (e)
fine-pitch gears.

Designing the spur gear train
It is an old axiom in the engineer-

ing world to stick to standards in
design for cutting tools, assembly,
test, etc. But what do you do
when the gears were cut from
home"made cutters completely
individual to themselves ?

We are not attempting to design
for a modern musical box and as
we are not concerned with national
or international standards. What
we are trying to do is to under-
stand better the musical box as it
was manufactured way back in the
past.

Ratio
The ratio is more important than

readily meets the eye. Wear and
lubrication are hidden fasts,
especially the lub,rication. Gear
trains are not lubricated by con-
ventional means - Mother Nature
does it for us ! Where brass and
steel work together, an oxide will
form between them when exposed
to the air. This film of oxide coats
the working and wearing surface
and actuallv acts as a form of
lubrication for the mating surfaces.
When the resistance load is light,
as in the musical box, this Bpe of
lubrication is more than adequate'.
As proof of this, examine your

oldest musical box and check the
mating gears and pinions of wear
and consider the number of vears
they have been running !

Returning to the question, how
does the ratio of a gear and pinion
effect the wear and- lubrication of
these parts ? Should the ratio of
gear teeth in the pinion and gear
be an equal numtrer such as 10 in
the pinion and 100 in the gear ?
If this happens, then one tooth in
the pinion will contact every tenth
tooth in the gear and this means
that lubrication is not evenly
spread. Furthermore, if there G
an imperfection in one tooth in the
pinion, wear in the gear will not
take place evenly, and the life of
the gear will be appreciably
shortened.

In the case where the ratio is not
even, one land (tooth) in the
pinion will eventually engage every
tooth in the gear. It stands to
reason that with this condition
present, lubrication will be evenly
dispersed and wear will be evenly
distributed. In total, odd num,ber
ratios will always create maximum
life by mini,mum wear in mating
gears.

You will find that the total ratio
between brass gears and steel
pinions in the musical box will
always be odd.

Contrary to good contemlnrary
engineering practice, the early
designers used a simple method of
laying out their gear trains. They
simply scribed the pitch oircle
diameter of the gears and
" pitched " them to suit. The
cutting of the tooth was generally
by trial and error until everything
fitted into the layout. Soon it was
learned that certain diameters
suited a particular pitch for the
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The second reason is not easily
noticeable even to the, trained eye.

governor supplies the bulk of
resrstance or load to the gears. The The first wheel in the goverrior

Gear Noise

-spur gear is adapted to the musicalbox. These are the two main
reasons for noise 

- the spur gear
and the load.

fn the musical box there are
only- two causes for gear noise.
Load and wear are one.' Excessive
load in the governor caused bv an
rll-htting 2nd wheel and endleis, a
scored.,endstone, worn pivot holes,
etc., all contribute to mbre friction
and more resistance. This 

"u,cause great noise.

Martinet et Benoit

t5l



The rule, for maximum Pivot radius
is: cP'

4
Multiply this bY 2 to get the

s that the
gear tooth

and the Pro-
ves You the

radius of the Pivot.

raise the diameter to '040 x 2:
.080in.

Fot the minimum Pivot size,

take two-thirds of '080 which is
'054in.

The result we have obtained here

is more suited to the musical box
and is within the safety limits' so

this is the one we use.

maximum.
The minimum Pivot dimension

is two-fifths of the endless
di"tttlt". which in this case would
be'040in.

equency oscillations
induced from the
and imbalance from

safety margin : 'll2in.
Now let's consider the governor

allowable adiustment.
The remedY could verY well be

a

\r CeNTeR oF Todttl 
-

Swiss MB bulletin launched
New French language Publication

quoted elsewhere in M Horn-

Details of subscriPtion to the
Bulletin of the CABAM can be
obtained from M BlYelle-Horn'
s.acher. Il Boulevard du Pont
f,'Avre. CH 1205, Geneva, Switzer-
land.

Left: Ans,led duplex combs of the
Gloria aid, below, the similar
characteristic of the Polgmnia.
Both are table machines, so the
pictures are looking down into the
'boxes. Both come from the first
issue of the CABAM Bulletin.
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ro remove the endless, open the
windbrake to its widest adjustment
and balance it on a poising tool.

SMALL.SIZED
SYMPHONION

The smallest of the spring-driven
Symphonions produced at the start
of the disc musical box era had a
diagonal bedplate. This one' play-
ing an 8|in diameter disc, is in the
Moltzer M u s e u m, Bennekorn,
Holland. The ornate lid design is
a varnish transfer (decal) and the
box is lever-wound.

tooth form. They are the !, l, I
and full ogive.

The { and J ogive simply mean
the arc of the tooth developed by
the radius struck from ] the thick-
ness of the tooth as measured
across the pitch diameter, or I the
thickness. The sketch shows this
clearly.

The early gear form differed
from the gear to the profile of the
pinion teeth. It stands to reason
that the smaller the pinion and the
fewer the number of teeth in the

pinion, the deerper the gear tooth
must penetrate. More teeth in the
pinion means smaller teeth in the
gear and less penetration is
required. Which is the most
desireable ?

The area above the pitch
diameter of the tooth is called the
addenda or " add on " to the pitch
diameter. The area below the
pitch diameter is called the
dedenda or " substracted from "
part of the pitch diameter. Early
engineering data of gearing forms
for driving trains and driven trains
holds just as true today. This
states that the profile of the gear
teeth in driving trains is much
more critical than the profile of the
pinion being driven.

The musical box gear is termed
as a driving train. The gears in
fine instruments, watches and
clocks are driving trains. How-
ever, you cannot put the musical
box train in the same category as
most driving trains because of the
much greater resistance of the
governor. And this is the problem.

As the resistance of the train
increases and rega,rdless of the
power source, the more critical the
profile of the addenda becomes.
The ratio of power and resistance
becomes a prime factor for which
there are no constants and, in
effect, no simple way to solve the
problem.

The solution was bv trial and
error on the part of th6 old crafts-
men, and for us it lies in attention
to detail in the repair department.

The full ogive was found to be
best suited for 5 and 8 toothed
pinions and the t for 10 and 12
toothed pinions. trf you will, we
will substitute the proper term leaf
for pinion tooth.

There is another small problem
that presents itself here and this is
the ideal thickness of a gear for a
particular gear pitch for minimum
friction effect. The ideal thickness
is { the circular pitch d'imension
but more often you will find it to
be a I : I ratio. This increases the
friction of the train somewhat but
it also renders the operation appre-
ciably smoother because of the
constant gear contact in the driv-
ing mode.

Now comes the big problem
termed " the turning error ". As
the gear tooth turns, it contacts
the pinion leaf about 15 deg
before the pitch point and loses
contact at about 45 deg below the
pitch point. At this 45 deg
negative pitch point, the pinion
will fall backwards until the next
tooth of the gear engages the
pinion. It is this turning error
that prduces such drastic wear in

When one side is heavy and
repeatedly settles to the lowest
position, file small amounts of
metal off the fan tip as shown in
the sketch. This must be done
carefully, evenly and squarely.
Continue this balancing operation
until the endless rotates freely on
the poising tool and will rest at
whatever position you put it with-
out turning.

This simple operation should be
a " must " for every job you do as
its rewards save many anxious
moments in trying to reason out
improper endless perforrnances.

To return to gear teeth. This
whole matter is of the utmost
importance. Too often one sees
gears with sections removed and
iew teeth crudelv formed and
soldered in. If you stoP to con-
sider all the elements of operation
through the gear train You will
wonder why anyone could aPProach
so hazardous a task with such an
obvious

Work
out kno
for its
rather like a surgeon tackling he,art
surgery without-anY idea of what
the-heart is all about !

efficiency loss (go back to the start
of this irticle ind see where it all
goes), You have just got to..treat
it with care, resPect and sKlll. I
cannot overstress the imPortance
of friction elimination. ManY
musical boxes seem to PlaY quite
well but after having gone over
them for friction Problems, even
without tackling anYthing else,
they sound so much better.

The og,ive gear
There are only four Profiles in

this group of the cYcloidal ogive
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A beautiful present for Christmos !

WELTE
AUTocRAMME nBnUnurrER MErsrER DER ToNKUNST

Here we ofter to all members of the Musical Box Society and particularly to Welte fans one of
the nicest books to be published concerning the Welte. More than 70 pianists who recorded for
the Welte reproducing piano wrote about the " Welte-Mignon " system. Each autographed letter
is translated into two other languages so that every one may be read in English, French or
German. Beautifully produced with gold-blocked cover. Approximately 100 pages, 35 X 25cm.
Regular bookshop price is El6'50, but MBS members can secule a copy of this prestigious produc-
tion for just €12'50. WARNING: Only 500 copies have been printed, so order while stocks last.
Also ofiereo is our facsimile reprint of the Instruction Manual for the " red " Welte reproducing
piano system.

25 pages in German only. Well illustrated, 30 x 22cm. Send f,2.00.

At last you can buy a beautiful catalogue of hand organs, street organs and
made by Wilhelm Bruder Sohne. Fine facsimile edition, 18 pages, 30 x 22cm,

-English, 
German, Spanish and ltalian. Send €2.00.

orchestral organs
in four languages

fhehorgeln
und pneunatische
Orchesterorgeln
a
Betrloryeor ud pmttc
chcrhel o6ru
a
Orgxod.oaohcloy6rf@
orqucabaL! Dlc@ltis
a
Ortto.&@otv.lbGc!!6
mhotupn.t|@tlo
a

Cm0. OrchstrOrgel

WERNER BAUS
Director of the Mechanisches Musik Museum, 3501 Fuklatal 2,

Hopfenbergweg 32, Germany
Telephone : (056f) 8J.ML2l8I295l

Prof. Eugen d'Albert playing the Welte-Mignon

FREIBURG i. Badcn, June 14 r9rJ.

f-low astonirhing and deeply affccting it is to hear

.l I onc's own playing, recordcd ycars bcfore, rendcrc,l
wiih th. utmost perfcction bl thc Welte-Mignon.

Th. reputation which the Vclte - Mignon pianos

Gnioy, of bcing thc best instrumenls of the kind, te!t3
on thc unshakrblc foundation of this faithful rcproduc-
tion of individual play; and il is a sourc. of pleasure

end artistic satisfaction to me to have contdcd to the

Wclrc-Mignon to day rn cxlensive and varied programmc

which will transmit my art ro post€rily.

Eugen d'Alberi.

WELTE.ITTGNON

"7.1:.l .wElTE&tOllNE
FII|INI IX IADEN'"i6$'

$+



tt " pinionr, and there is nothing
we can do about it, short of replac-
ing the worn parts.

ng is this :

gear tooth
gear where
ade initiate

a cycle of events. First there is
the wear factor of the even or odd
ratio between gear and pinion
mentioned earlier, then there is
induced vibration. increased
friction in mesh, obliteration of the
oxide film lubrication, and quick,
drastic wear in the pinion. On top
of this there is the efiects of added
friction and velocity_ load upon the
plnlon plvot ancl the extra wear
along with possible breakage. All
this can result from only one or
two teeth improperly replaced in
the gear.

Summary
If a musical box is noisv and

squeaky in the gear trairi and
governor, the first think to do is to
check the gears and their teeth
profiles for excessive wear or

teeth.
nions,
e. and
rn,

Examination shotrld also include
the balance of the endless with the
windbrake and stop tail intact.
{nd, oJ course, all worn parts
should be attended to. '

Before doing any of this, do not
forget to remove the comb.

Another point to \March for is
pin alignment as bent pins offer
increased resistance at the most
critical point. Sometimes, the

can alone
w-running
se apPears

Pay particular attention to the
governor alignment. The angle of
the screw as it addresses the

e angle of the
the great wheel,
the great wheel
heel pinion. You

may have an ill-fitting governor
due to the previous attention of
unskilled hands.

Notice the
cylinder pi comb
teeth. Th from
one end of other
and no more than half the width
of the tip.

Of course, you should check

of

PLATFORM + COMBS
An early piece

musicuork re-

uealing a d.isc

lnouernent uith
tuo combs

This tiny musical movement,
pictured against a scale, represents
a sur plateaz layout playing in con-
junction with two small one-piece
combs, both of six teeth (one tooth
is broken). This format is illustra-
ted in Chapuis' Histoire de la Boite
d Musique (Fig. 158) where it is
suggested as
Although the
what crude
below), the d

that the mainspring is not gummed
up - that will certainly cause your
box torun slow !

The endless should be examined
for wear ridges in the bottom of
the screw where intial contact is
made with tte worm wheel. and
the pivots checked for form and
fit.

Check the windbrake for aligr-
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strated by this specimen would
lPpear to indicate an appreciably
later date. Simpler to make than
the normal single-toothed, radially-
orientated sur plateau mechanism,
no reliable date can be attributed
to the piece but it would now seem
better placed at a later epoch. Seen
in the context of the comments on
page 5l concerning sur plateau
styles, this could be as latg as the
mid-l9th century.
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Winter Meeting Report
THE Autumn Meetins of the ine association of " friends of A number of members exhibited

,' ,n",, spoke to ilff:fi3':'T"&lt *'"'*$rAT;
,nt of tapes and demonstration taking place during
to Wall Musical the day was of a new tuning aid,
:rating just how the Diotuner, discussed elserwhere
of musical box in this issue.

r be inserted into In the absence of President
me. Cyril de Vere Green, who was that
rwed by a brief day en route for New York, the
troduction to the rneeting was chaired by Vice-

Museum of President Chris Thompson -his: presented by the first official duty since assuming
lC to 'bhe meeting ofrce on the retirement of David
t the museum on Tallis at the Annual General
rxt year. Meeting'

il$j"H{ii"r"::i:'5"5::i#{: Change of Treasurer
illustrate the precisl melody, PRESSURE of business forces tary Reg Waylett, who will be
accompaniment, counter-melody Keith Harding to retire as Hon
and bass plus percussion perfora- Treasurer at the end of this year.
tions. We thank him for his services

This was followed by the Rev, during the past two year. Cockburn who will assume resp_on-
f [I,on Treasurer sibility for accounts and budget
ed between Secre- control.

ctory of Members
of the Directory The Directory' published every

eing prepared for two years, is a source of continual
the-Eister edition reference to everybody md, as
ilume. beforg, it will carry a certain
ty, a valuable amount of, advertising space. All
:rnbers, will be in who would be interested in adver'
and size to The tising in the new Directory are
will nrovida fho rrrocd fn annfacf thc Adwettisernenf
and size to f ne usrng rn rne new Lrlrecrory are

:yffi ffi; ff ffi'..;* #ffi: #; fii-,.$ll 3i"ffi':1! iliffi#",.:rfr"J,'ii""1i'ix'.T"TT:
.-_- | at home and abroad, as well as a possible to teserve space. His

MINIATURE I ;;;tty-by-coqntry listing which address witl be found in the centre- -BOX-BY - | will inllude all m-embers to date' column of page 125'

BRUGUIBR

/. .1,. '..: .

On Daqe 120, Howard Fitch
referr6dlo his small silver musical

Annual subscriptions to rise
in January

ANNUAL subscriPtions rise to
t5'00 as from January l, 1976.
Members in the United States and
Canada will pay $12'50.

At the Annual General Meeting
in Tune. it was voted that the Com-
miftee should have vested in it the
authoritv to discuss and evaluate
the whoie question of subscriptions
and to declide whether or not to
raise them.

A meeting of the Committee,
held at the h-ome of President Cyril

on October 8,
the first half of
ocietv would be
reseirtes in order

to meet its running commitments.
Rising costs, in Particular tele-

phone and postage, have eroded
the strong position which the
Society had at the end of last year
and, in spite of an influx of new
members, the rapid rate of inflation
had hit hard at our cash flow.

The decision was therefore taken
that membership dues would rise
on fanuary l, 1976, to f,5'00 for
UK members, and $12'50 for
Canadian and US members.
Because of the enorrnous rise in
overseas postage and airmal rates,
those rnembers in the United States
and Canada who wished to receive
their iournals by airmail would
now be asked to pay an extra
$12.50, making a total of $25.00 per
vear. The entrance fee of [l'00
(SZ.So; remains unaltered.

box with fusee-driven movement
and single-piece comb. This most
unusual and interesting item, which
bears the number 338 and the
signature of Charles Bruguier, has
a 

-London hall-mark of 1816 and
an 1879 repair mark bY V Billiet'
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WANTED
GOOD TBEBI,E HALX'

(Top 37 Teeth)
Of,' UPPEB COTIB X'OB A

STELI,A I?+'
Will be pleased to consider the purchase
of an entire scrap machine provided a
treble half comb is there, or just the half
comb. (Double comb machine, combs
identical).

please state non.hoBi'gle prloe
Geonge Wore.Dieh

roa STATION BOAD,
BARDNEY' IJINCOIJN

Telephone: OEP.O8.A52

Any Assista,nce Most lToleomo
fnformation also sought about 'fan disc'
or 'pinned disc' movemeots, also 'rigid
notation' movements. This is for research
with a view to publication. If you possess
or know of any such movements, would
you kindly communicate with me?.

Many thanks.

TflN PDNFECT

CNNISTDTAS PNNSDNT

Send postage for FREE up to date lists of Books

on Mechanical Music (7 pages), Records of

Mechanical Music (3 pages) or Books on General

Horology (5 pages)

or

Why not subscribe to our House Magazine cum

Catalogue, " The Clock and Musical Box

Collector ", subscription just two pounds (92) or

five dollars ($5) direct from: -

ITEITH HANDING.

93 Hornsey Boad,

London NZ 6ltJ

KKing&Ghasemore
at the Pulborough Salerooms

A | gth Century Swiss musical box sotd for f500

Specialist Sales devoted to Musical Boxes, Polyphons,
Phonographs, Clocks, Watches, Scientific Instruments,

etc., held every nine weeks.

lllustrated Catalogues 6Op (7Op by post) from
King & Chasemore, Fine Art Dept., Pulborough, Sussex

(tel : Pulborough 2081 l.
Established 1840 NO BUYERS COMMISSION

FOR SALE
SETS OF PIN SETTING DEPTII PUNCHES
as descri,bed by Keith Harding on how to
repin cylinders.
Set of 4 punches ,post paid 15 dollars per set.

TOOL FOR STRAIGIITENING CYLINDER
PINS
(much better than hypodermic needle)
6.50 dollars post paid.

TOOL FOR ADJUSTING DATVTPERS

on most disc musical boxes.
6.50 dollars post paid.

LARGE SELECTION OF PARTS for a 27"
AUTOMATIC REGINA
Combs, dampers, spring motors, etc.

WANTED
9|" diameter STELLA DISCS and discs for a

GLORIA music box.

NICEANI' D. BAEDN
696 Ramona Avenue, 'Sierra Madre, CA 91024,

u.s.A.
Tel. (213) 3510593
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Mek artisk, Mlusik, IUluseLrnt
Vesterbrogade 150 I Copenhagen f Denmurk

Dozens of Polyphons ! Dozens - that's right, dozens - of Symphonions ! Dozens
(we're not kidding !) of Kalliopes ! Plus dozens of other disc music boxes as well.
You have your choice of these and hundreds of other autouratic musical instruments
avallallg right now from the Mekanisk Musik Museum in Copenhagen. Over the years
we have been important suppliers to members of the Musical Box Society of Great
Britain. If you are a dealer-,-it will pay you to get acquainted with the wo,rid's largest
wholesale stock of instruments. Where else in the world can you buy 100 or 200
music boxes at a time ! Or, more realistically, if you are seeking a few boxes or a
couple dozen boxes, we can help you out with these as well. Our prices are whotresale

- with lots of room to make an attractive profit.

If you are a collector, you will appreciate the savings you can make by purchasing
here. We invite you - collector or dealer - to subscribe to the " MMM Review ", a
larye illustrated magazine which is published approximately each eight or nine months.
A copy of our recent " MMM Review " No. 5 featuring the Geneva Collection is
yours for $2'00 (80 pence), or you can subscribe to our next six issues for $10 (4
pounds). Our " MMM Review " No. 6, which w,ill feature a fantastic selection of
instruments in all categories, is scheduled for completion and publication late in 1975
or early in 1976. Your comlrlete satisfaction is guaranteed with our catalogs. If you
do not-find them to be the niost interesting you [ave ever read, then iust le't us kdow
and we will refund your money - and you can keep the catalog free of charge ! Nearly
all real,ly active IVIBSGB members are on our mailing list - so i,f our list does not
include you, you are really missing what we consider tb be the very best buys in the

ins some interesting anticles as wel'l - recent
s in our field as Arthur W. I. G.Ord-Hume,

Rightnow we have available in stock for immediate sale f.o.b. Copenhagen (with
easy shipping arrangements to Great Britain) approximately 500 automatic musical
instruments of all kinds - disc music boxes, cylinder music boxes, organettes, repro-
ducing pianos, orchestrions, fairground organs, and so on. If your travel plans include
Denmark, be sure to pay us a visit! It is best to let Claes Friberg know in advance
you are coming for our for-sale items are located in several warehouses around Copen-
hagen. However, no advance notice is required to visit our permanent rnuseum display
of instruments. The museum is open daily except Monday and Tuesday.

Are you an active collector or dealer? Then, whatever your requirements are we
are sure you can find the right item at the right price at the Mekanisk Musik Museum!
And you will like the way that C,laes O. Friberg and Q. David Bowers, directors of
the Mekanisk Musik Museum, do business. Over the years it has been our pleasure
to have help build some of the very finest collections a,round the world-not to
mention supplying large dealers' stocks in America, Europe, and elsewhere. We look
fo_rwar'd to hearing from YOU !
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urmolu cleanin
Gerry Planus writes from White Plains, New York, criticising ah?Utr."
published on page 60 concernoint#"tffi-"f"of ormolu and warns that it

ORMOLU is bronze or brass which
has been mercurially gilded. It is
easily cleaned by taking the parts
to pieces, immersing them in warm
soapy water, leaving them to stand
so that the soap can work on the
dirt. After about half an hour,
re,move from the water and scrub
with a oery soft brush, payrng
attention to the cracks, corners and
piercings. The smoother parts will
come clean as you concentrate otr
the intricate bits. Repeat the pro-
cess again and then dry-I use a
hair-dryer to get a hot blast of air
which wanms the i.tern completely.
Make sure that any iron screws
and threaded parts are thoroughly
dry. Place a drop of oil or grease
on the iron parts to stop any rust
forming and to help when replacing
the nuts which normally hold the
parts together.

Electro-plated gilding is usually
found on later (after 1870) musical
box handles and decorafive bits,
and it is normally easy to check
whether you have real mercurial
gilding or electro-plate. Mercurial
gilding normally did not extend
further than the edges, so that the
back of the item is not gilt and
retains its natural dull bronze or
brass finish. Mercurial gilding also
has that lovely yellor.r' buttery look
which electro-plating does not
usually have though f have seen
some good electro-plating but not
much.

Thin coating
Electro'plated items are

immersed and therefore the plating
c(wers the whole sur{ace, back and
front, as the stopping process used
in rnercurial gilding (in order to
save gold) was not considered
necessary as the thickness of gold
was so much thinner and the over-
all effect could be controlled.
Because of this, the laye'r of gold
deposited was microscopically
thin and it became necessary to
finish oft by lacquering the items
so that this thin layen was not
rubbed oft in handling the item.

If metal polish is used on these
items (as advised in No'nice's
Corner on page 60) the lacquer
and the layer of gold will most
certainlv be removed. It will be
harder [o remove mercurial gilding
but that will also come oft with the
enthusiastic rubbing practised by
someone wanting to see his items

cone up nice and shiny. The
general rule is to keep all abbra-
sives (and this includes polishes)
away from any type of gilding.

If the item is so bad that it has
to be re-gilded, my generd advice
is mercurial gilding, failing which
wash it so that all dirt is removed
and when the gold has been
remov€d, iust brush some clear
lacquer on the bare parts to stop
the metal tarnishing. Do not hae
it re-gilded by electro-plating since
parts so treated will have an
entirely different look and you will
spoil the value of the item.
Electro-plating

If your article is electro-plated
by all
plated

##J
plating, you will have to tell the
plater which colour you want it to
be-and also be sure to let him
know how long you want the item
left in the solution which controls
the thickness of gold laid on the
item. It should be borne in mind
that nowadays in the plating pro-
cess, the layer of gold put on your
item may be as little as one-
millionth of an inch, and a heavy

Disco

This fine
specimen of a
Size 0 Fortuna
made by ! If
Zimmernann of
LeiVziS is to be
seen in Utrecht's
Nationaal
Muse'm van
Speeldooo tot
Pierement It
plays discs
4l.5cmin
diameter. The
disc? lfsThe
BIue Danube !
The case is most
ornately finished
a[d, character-
istic of both
Adler and
Fortunn, the
motor is covered
with a glazed
panel.

coat of lacquer is sprayed om to
protect it. See therefore that your
gilder puts a decent layer on so
that if you dust the item with a
light cloth, it will not rub that
millionth of an inch o'ft.

Finalln can I ask if anybody has
any practical experience of
mercurial gilding o,r has a com-
pleto description of the process in
cunent English ? I would be
pleased to hear from them as I have
acquired a magrificent musical and
automaton clock made for the
usual oriental emperor which some
twit has electro'plated. Naturalln
I want to get it back to its original
mercurial gilded condifion.

I understand that mercurial gild-
ing is a dangerous process, and
therefore I don't want to end up
any madder than I am already,
which is what used to happen to
the hatters when they used
mercury in their manufacture of
hats. Any help would be highly
appreciated.

Workable desciptions of the mer-
curial gilding process can be found in,
among other works, Beeton's Diction-
ary of Science, Art & Literature, Vol-
ume 1, (c. 1890): Cyclopaedia of Useful
Arts, ba Charlcs Tomlinson, Volume
I, 1854; and the Encyclopaedia Britan-
nicz, Volume 10, nlnth edition. The
htndling of mercury and the inhahrion
of its oapours tohen heated is most
injuious to the health and, more im-
portarrt, its effects are pertttanent. Our
oiginal item on page 60 should not
haoe referred to ormolu, but to spel'er.
Eoen so, aufln soary water and brush-
ing is undoubtedlu o sater method to
adopt. Editor,
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CHANT DTJ ROSSIGNOL
ON pages 106 and I07 are featured
a miniature singing bird me'chanism
of the type capa'ble of being carried
in the, vest pocket. Another type
of singing bird is the cage'd variety
shown on page 127 whose music-
work was shown on page 51.

Another type of singing bird is
represented here - the chmtt du

rossignol or nightingale song. This
variety is quite different from the
other types in that (a) it has no
visible representation ,of ,the bird;
(b) it is housed normally in a plain
wooden case; and (c) it is large
enough to admit of certain refine-
ments denied the other sorts.

One feature of the chant du

rossignol which is characteristic of
the type is the two-position song
control. First there is the abilitv
to have continuous song, the song-
cams being indexed sequentially
and continually until the clock-
work spring runs down. The
second position is a delay sequence
which allows ,the m,echanism to
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JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONDON, W.ll.

Telephone

0t -727 - 1485

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c

Y
(

sing for a predretermined phrasing
of the song whereupon the
mechanisms com€s to a halt with
the bellows reservoir filled with
wind. As the bellows gradually
collapses through the gradual
se€page of air, a detenrt is freed
and another phrase is sung and
the process repeated. When in
good condition, the period of delay
can be in excess of 45 seconds.

Facing Inge, top: Song cans and whisfle. The vertical
guide on the bellows serves to restnin the tesewoir

e. Lower: French
linkage. Left: the
Below: one of the
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TUNING pianos prop€rly is a job for
the craftsman tuner, It is said to take
seven years to learn how to tune a
concert grand and the tuner in past
eras was considered a respected
necessity if you had a piano in the
home and wanted it to sound reason-
able.

However, in recent years fewer and
fewer youngsters are entering the pro-
fession with the result that tuners
today are both rare and expensive, no
doubt accurately working on the
assurnption that, like doctors and
accountants, they know demonstrably
more than you about their subject and
you can afford to wait and pay. One
cannot blame them for although a few
years back piano sales were declining,
they have revived and Dow there is
more work than the limited number of
men can cope with,

Those of us with player pianos
reproducing pianos, piano-orchestrions,
barrel pianos and suchlike know only
too well how shattering our treasures
can sound when slightly out of sorts
tempermentally and so The Music Box
was particularly interested to m€et at
the October meeting in London an
instrument called the Diotuner and its
inventor, electronics expert Anthony
Marshall.

Mr Marshall's claims for his tiny box
appeared rather extravagant, particu-
larlv when we found that it sells for
f,138 including tax which is about one
third of the price of anything similar
on the market. We gladly took
advantage of the opportunity to borrow
one for some practical trials and were
frankly surprised to find out in practice
that it lives up to its claimed
characteristics, one of which was tanta-
mount to saying you could be stone
deaf and still do a perfect job !

The Diotuner is a srnall metal box
measuring 6]in x 4]in x 4*in (165 x
114 x 114 mm) and has a built-in carry-
ing handle-cum-stand. It has no
external wires or leads and is com-
oletelv portable and self-contained. One
9volt-bittery is housed in a hinged
compartment in the back secured by
thumbscrews, and a built-in microphone
is provided. Inside the box is a high-
gain amplifier and a master oscillator
which has an adjustment of :L 50 cents.

Piano tuning
revolution ?
The ou@ut is selected by a seven-
position octave knob and a l2-position
individual note knob so giving the 84
notes of the average piano in equal
temperament to a clained accuracy of
better than one cent. The actual
circuitry of the Diotuner was designed
by computer which optimised the
entire frequency range to a high degree
oI accuracy,

A display forned by seven light-
emitting diodes (LEDs 

- the same as
in pocket calculators) arranged in a
figure 8 indicates the frequency of
sound fed in through the microphone
When the frequency of sound picked
up by the mike is exactly the same as
the frequency selected from the simple
master controls, the LED display should
remain stationary with only one or trvo
bars illuminated. If the sound is sharp
(ie a higher frequency), the LED bars
will illuminate sequentially in an anti-
clockwise direction, giving the
impression of rotation, A flat sound
gives clockwise rotation.

In use in our case to re-tune a long-
detuned Weber grand, the instrument
was set on the piano, the pitch indicator
set to zero (concert pitch), the octave
selector set to number four, and the
note selector set to, C to tune middle
C. Using normal tuner's rubber or
felt wedges to block ofi two of the
three strings, striking the key produced
a pretty solid display and it was hard
to tell which way it was rotating. In
this case, the tuning hammer was used
to flatten the note drastically, then to
bring it up until the display visibly
slowed down to show that in fact it
was rotating: further carerful movement
of the tuning hammer finally brought
the display to a halt and the note was
then checked with a tuning fork, the
fork first indicating that the string was
right, then, by placing the fork near
the Diotuner, the Diotuner was proved
right. Tbe other two strings were then
tuned individually in the same manner
and then tried together and found OK.

Next the note selector was set to C#.
Having established the first note on
the keyboard, C, it was quite easy to
" fix " C# and then bring it up on the
display with the tuning hammer.

With the whole of the centre octave
in perfect tune - the hardest part of
piano-tuning 

- one would normally
proceed in unisons, thirds and fifths
up and down the keyboard. Not so
with the Diotuner which doesn't wen
dernand that you know one note from
another. By changing the octave
selector the next octave was done and
so on.

A feature of the instrument is its
abili$ to tune either to the fundamental
or to its harmonic and this means that
if you find it difficult to tune the
bottom octave with the octave selecto.r
set to " 1 ", then you can proceed just
as accurately with it set at " 2 " or for
some notes even " 3 ". Likewise, the
top notes can be " stretched " if
required by usinq the ability to show
inharmonic partials.

One important characteristic is tftat
because the Diotuner microphone can
pick up stray frequencies and
harmonics from sympathetic vibrations,
an accurate reading requires all other
strings to be damped other than the
one actually being tuned. Good, solid

wedges are also a necessity to ensure
that blocked-oft strings really are
muted.

Again, if you are not accustomed to
tuning a piano, it is easy to miss the
moment when the display becomes
stationary barticularly with the critical
upper notes) if you are ham-fisted with
the hammer. All movements must, of
course, be very gentle and this applies
whether you are tuning by fork, by
ear or by Diotuner.

As a piano-tuning aid, after one
hour's use, we felt quite at ho,me with
it and went on to experiment with a
barrel organ. Here the Diotuner was
even easier to use, partly, one supposes,
because one is only dealing with one
sound source p€r note compared with
the piano's tune a
quarter-ton easily
achieved b master
control 50 where-

duet work, or you could tune an organ
to the London Philharmonic Society
pitch of A: 452'5, or American 439.

Experiments were then carried out to
see ii the Diotuner might be used to
indicate the pitoh of new teeth put into
a musical box comb. Here at once
the problem of sympathetic resonance
reared its head and this was easily

using the note selector and the pitch
contiol. Once th,is note is found, the
Diotuner will then remain set for
indicatins when the new tooth is
orooerlv-in tune. We do feel, however,
itrat tte Diotuner should not auto-
matically form part of the aids of the
comb-tuner sinie if he cannot hear
when a tooth is right, he cannot match
the timbre of the tooth either'

In short, then, this is a remarkablY
flexible little instrument which, with
practice and experience, will suggest
idditional uses than those for which it
is intended. It is, of courser silent in
operation.

In conclusion it might be added that
this is no brainchild of an electronics

9966.

I
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TUNE ANY INSTRUMENT-
ACCU RATETY
The Diotuner generates seven octaves in equal
temperament (84 notes) with an accuracy better
than li l00th of a semitone. The overall pitch
level is fully adjustable. Multi-segment rotating
solid-state display changes speed and direction

- becoming stationary when exact tuning is
achieved.

I compact-61 x ++ x 4+ in. (165 x ll0 x
ll0 mm.)

! battery-operated; one small 9V battery lasts
80 hours.

I inharmonic partials displayed for octave
stretching.

! self-contained, sensitive instrument gives

good response to all musical instruments.

Diotuner complete 5138'50, excluding carriage.

Alternative rnodel available for mean-tone tuning.

Anthony Marshall, 3 Doughty Street,
London WCl. Tel: 0l-405 9966

Best Values on

Musie Boxes d\
Niekclodeons

Visit our fabulous showroom with hundreds
of old-time music makers for sale - at prices
which will delight collector and dealer alike.
Shipments constan'tly arriving from Europe
and around the USA. You can see, hear, and
enjoy music boxes, nickelodeons, orchestrions,
circus organs and many others. You've never
seen anything like it! Open Wed.-Sat. 9-12,
I-4. Or send for FREE price list describing
hundreds of instruments for sale.
Also available : " Encyclopedia of Automatic
Musical Instruments," by Q. David Bowers.
f008 pages ! Thousands of illustrations !

Weight: 7 pounds. A fantastic treasure trove
of information. A MUST for everv serious
en'thusiast. $32'00 US funds postpaid.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
See us for the BEST VALUES on automatic
musiel instruments. Complete worldwide
shipping facilities. Write or visit today.

Terry Eathanay
I7L7A STANFORD,
SANTA MONICA,
CAL. 90404 USA
Tel. (213) 828-2886

I

I

I

I

JOHN COWDEROY ANTIOUES
Partners :

J. H. COWDEROY
R, COWDEROY

D. J. COWDEROY42 SOUTH STREET, EASTBOURNE Tel.: (O3231 2OO58

EASTBOURNE'S MOST INTERESTING ANTIOUE AND COLLECTORS SHOP INVITES YOU TO INSPECT
WITHOUT OBLIGATION :- ANTIOUE CLOCKS

MUSICAL BOXES
WE ARE THE MUSICAL pOLypHONS ALL OUR MACHINES ARE
BOX CENTRE OF THE pHONOGRApHS RESTORED AND PUT INTO
SOUTH FURNTTURE FULL WORKING ORDER

PORCELAIN FOR YOUR PLEASURE AND

Fre estimet* siven for repairs BRASS INVESTMENT

atrd restoratiom to nosical boxes SILVER

and clocks by our sDecialist cnttsmetr GOLD, etC, Discs supplled
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IF TFIE bottom of the case of your
cylinder musical box is split - and
they frequently are-then this
will affect the 'tone. The bottom
acts as a sounding board and for
this 'reason is usually of pine. Over
the years this dries out and con-
tracts, usually cracking down the
middle.

You cannot, in most cases,
remove this board, so if you try 'to
close up the crack by clamping,
you will distort and damage the
case sides.

Remove the musiowork, turn
the box upside down and cut some
tapered strips of soft wood such as
plain pine or deal. Carefully glue
the sides of the split and the pack-
ing strips you have prepa.red and
force them firmiy into the splits.
Suppo,rt the underside of the split

A COLLECTORS GT.'IDE TO
FANS OVER THE AGES. Bertha
de Vere Green,* Fredeick Muller
Ltd, London, 332pp,6lins (171mm)
bg 9|ins (247mm), illustrated (40
full colour; 64 black and white; 68
drawings in text), t21.50 until
3I | 12 175, then 825.00.

What a delight to discover on
your bookseller's shelf A Collec-

wood (inside the box) and gently
hammer the wedges in. Dont
overdo this or you will push out
he sides of the case.

When the glue is thoroughly
dry, remove surplus wood and glue
on both sides using a very sharp
chisel. ff the job is properly done,
the repair shou,ld be almost
invisible. You will find that your
musical box, when put 6ack
together, will sound louder and
clearer.

Incidentally, if the wood is not
split, it may still have shrunk so
that irt .is loose in its grooves in
the sides and ends of the case.
This will have the same effect as a
split and can be a cause of rattling.
Secrert he,re is to shape and fit some
small wooden wedges between
bottom and sides in their grooves.
Do NOT glue,these in but tap them
in securely with a hammer.

Fans ouer the Ages!
interested in things
indeed want to pos-

To the serious collector of fans,
this edition will not only serve as a
reference book but the world-wide
" unfolding of the fan " over a
period of approximately 3,000 years
presents a history rich in detailed
information.

To those who are as yet begin-

ners in fan-collecting, as a hobby,
here is a book which will inspire
great encouragement and prove a
delight to read.

From the attractive dust-cover
to the final page, the high standard
of printing and illustrations serves
to complement the detailed know-
ledge which Mrs de Vere Green has
set down in her book and certainlv
will add to the reader's enjoyment.

How sensible. too. that the
author deemed it right to include
some paragraphs dealing with the
cleaning and repair of these fragile
obiets d'art - perhaps this may
encourage further interest in this
barely existent but much-needed
servrce.

L ROSS COLLINS, Master:
Worshipful Company of Fanmakers
* Bertha de Vere Green, member
number fiue of the Musical Bor
Societg of Great Britain and the
charming wife of our President,

for mang
those of

ged to be
entertained at 1I Detsonshire Place
will appreciate the beautg and
fascination of these items. Bertha
has spent a considerable while com-
piling her superb book. The Tatler
referred to it as "an encgclopaedia"
and suggested that it was the most

sioe work on the subiect
Our congratulations to
a fine effort. Editor.

We haoe a lange qaantity

of Bouge 2l2A ,noocments

sanplus to rcqaitetnents

and at S8.OO inelud,ing

postage and pueking they

a,je a bangain

Swisseross LimiJed.
109, Norwood High Street.,

London. SE27 9JF.

TeI: 0I-76L-0428

eA Collector's $aide to

FANS
OVER THE AGE,S

BERTHA de VERE GREEN
The historical development of the fan is so comp-
rehensively described in this book that both scholar
and collector alike will be able to recognize and
appraise individual fans.
Various methods of manufacture and national
styles are differentiated and there is detailed advice
on the cleaning, restoration and display of these
delicate objets d'art.
Fans Over the Ages is the most complete modern
study of the subject and is illustrated with colour
and monochrome photographs plus numerous line
drawings.

821.50 rrritil 31ll2l7 5, f25.00 thereafter

Further details are available from the publisher

MULLER
Victoria Works, Edgware Road London NW2 6LE
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On

NORFOLK
POLYPHON CBNTRE

NORMAN VINCE

WOOD FARM, BAWDESWELL
EAST DERBHAM, NORFOLK

Bll45 one mile east of 41067 junction in Bawdeswell Village

TELEPHONE BAWDESWELL 230

WE SPECIALISE IN :

DISC MACHINES

QUALITY CYLINDER BOXES
ORCHESTRIONS, ORGANS, ETC.,
AND FINE CLOCKS.

We can make copies of discs,
any size or make, to order.

MECHANICAL MUSIC BOUGHT,
SOLD, OR BXCHANGED

Ray Brown writes from Leamington
Spa, Warwickshire:
I WAS most interested to read the
article on red flannel dampers on page
65 of this volume of THE MUSIC BOX.

Not only were these dampers fitted
to small table model disc musical boxes,
but also to early upright models.

I have a l5]in upright Polyphon
with such dampers. It is Style No. 53
as illustrated on page 154 of the Encg-
clopedia of Automatic Instruments, but
difters in that it has a wooden lyre and
not a brass one, which I believe was a
later refinement. The bedDlate and

combs are set horizontally.
Unfortunately, I cannot describe the

penny-in-the-slot mechanism as it was
removed by the previous owner many
years a8o.

However, I am anxious to resrore
the instrument to its original condition
and design ard wondered if, by any
remote cbance, any member has a spare
penny-in-the-slot mechanism for sale or
a diagram from which a new mech-
anrsm approprlate to my rnstrument
could be constructed.

Alfred Thompson writes from Harro-
gate, Yorkshire:
YOU may be interested in this picture
of a pair of combs from a l5iin Poly-

phon. The uoper comb is in tune with
no sign of decay in the lead weights
and no indication suggesting that it has
been releaded, while the lower comb
has only stumps of the lead weights
remaining. How can one comb have
b herb aia

" ott
o

Richard Kahane writes from London :

DISC boxes which play two tunes from
a single disc whose position is shifted
are rare, but not unknown. Does anv
member possess a box with discs whose
two tunes are found on opposife sides
of the disc, however ?

E L Doctorow's novel, Ragtime,
currently a best-seller in the United
States and highly praised for its accur-
ate portrayal of tur
America, contains the
cription of such a dis
owned by the mother
magician, Harry Houdini :

" One of her prized possessions had
been an oak music box with a glass
window in its lid so that one could see
the large tined disc in rotation. There
were several discs to choose from, but
her favorite had been the one that
played Gaudeamus lgitur on one side
and Columbia the Gem of the Ocean
on the other. Houdini cranked up the
music box and played these tunes every
evening ".

A rarity or a bit of literarv license?

Claes O Friberg writes from the
Mekanisk Musik Museum in Copen-
hagen :
I ENCLOSE photographs of an interest-
ing model of a Chordephort Der Musik-
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alische Stammtisch which plays 20in
discs on 60 strings (reference page 358
of Encyclopedia of Automatic Musica,l
Instruments),

THERE are two records I have
listened to this time - one a new
issue, the ,other now quite old but
one we have not so Jar reviewed.

Rediffusion's new Gold Star
series gives us The Magic of the
Street Organ (Gold Star 15-35
Stereo). One of the best known
of the Amsterdam street organs
is Henk Mohlmann's De KIok.
Originally built by Mortier in 1927,
it was first owned by Wed S Mohl-
mann-Warnies. Rebuilt by Carl
Frei and then owned continually
by the Mohlmann family, De Klok
takes its name from a large brass
pipe which formerly hung on the

continued from page 144
a mistake on a bell box by this
maker. FOr instance, we have
found examples of boxes with
cylinders pinned for six bells but
with only five linkages, the sixth
bell being a dummy.

On this occasion. we removed
the bottom bell, moved all the
remaining five bells down to play
on a lower tooth, and sup'plied a
new top bell. We then tuned the
bells to match the combs. We
have now presented the delighted
own€r with a truilv beautiful
musical box which is n-ow probably
playing in tune for the first time
since it was made.

As far as I know this is the onlv
known model. I hope you will find th!
photographs interesting.

left side of the organ. This was
struck by a large wooden mallet
to supplement the percussion. De
Klok is a much-travelled instru-
ment: it toured America in 1964
under the sponsorship of the Philips
electrical company of Eindhoven,
and has made other sundry trips
in Europe.

This new disc gives us 17 tracks
of this fine organ playing some of
its best-loved tunes such as De leep
uan lansen, De Postkoets and Bii
die Molen in Volendam. The orig-
inal recording, according to the
sleeYe notes, was made in June
1966. Even so, the quality is very
good and it is worth adding to the
ever-growing collection of Dutch
street organ records.

When Decca introduced its "The
World of . . . " series, it was pre-
dictable that sooner or later thev
would get round to The World of
Mechanical Music (SPA f45) which,
as a record, is now four years old.
Its age is important, for it helps
us to forgive the extraordinary
number of mistakes on the sleeve
notes. Perhaps it also marks the
very last example of the use of
comic, but inaccurate, names for
instruments such as " autoglocken-
polyphon ". I once heard this name
used in a quiz programme, so it
must be killed off before it enters
the dictionary !

Featuring among others instru-

ments from the collection of Bruce
Angrave (although it dses not say
so), it begins with two unidentified
tunes from a Belgian cafe piano
(which is not Bruce's). Musical
boxes follow with a popular mel-
ange starting with the overture
Semiramide and ending with Nearer
My God to Thee. Imhof & Mukle
is represented by a light programme
from the barrel organ illustrated
on Dage 1ll, and a barrel piano.
Next we hear a Bremond organ box
and an earlv musical snuff box.

Side Two begins with the Regina
and Polyohon disc boxes after
which a 24-key Bevington barrel
organ, poorly played and only
slightly better tuned, gives us the
100th Psalm and Wareham. A
Steck pianola follows with some
Chopin and then a Nicole overture
box (with serial number !) leads a
comb-plucking conclusion.

As a low-priced disc of mechani-
cal " pops ", this is a nice one to
give a friend. When first published
it was a very good representative
of the pleasures of mechanical
music. But a lot has happened in
the intervening four t"".rO 

O_"

MONOPOL
MANIVELLE

Hand-cranked disc boxes like the
Lyraphon on page 135 and the
Monopol above are scarce today
since they were intended as but
toys. This Monolnl, Style 300,
plays a 7|in disc and has 30 teeth.
See also page 553 of Volume 4.
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Ohio, 44107, USA
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385 Michael Shears, Laburnum Cottage, 9 Bridge Road,

Chertsey, Surrey
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G C Howard, Field House, Toadsmoor, Nr Brim-
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Rochester, New York f46f8, USA
H Dodgson, The Corner House, Charing, Kent,
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Calumet City, Illinois 60409, USA
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FOR SALE
CYLINDER REPINNING SERVICE.
A I Colley, Belle Vue Antiques, Kent
Road, Congresbury, Nr Bristol. Tel :
Yatton 812220.
POLYPHON. Coin operated. ll Discs
I98". Musical movement and case
require overhall €475. Musical box. 8
tunes. 13" cylinder. Nice condition
8225. Stella Discs 171". Zinc. 2" to

edge damage at start. Offers.
Austin, Hemming Cottage, Old BramP-
ton. Chesterfield.

I HAVE acquired the entire programme
of a PVF interchangeable-cylinder box.
Six cylinder 7]'ins long with arbor and
handle at each end, playing a total of
36 tunes. All in a velvet-lined wooden
case with lock and loose tune-sheet
listing all titles. Somewhere is a move-
ment without cylinders ! The tunesheet
states " Style 7ll " and the cylinder
nu,mbers are 13, 5r, 56, 60, 67 and (68)
79. Comb should have 57 teeth.
Further details from Arthur Ord-Hume,
14 Elmwood Road, London, W4.
A FULLY ILUSTRATED CATA-
LOGUE of cylindrical music box parts
is available. 40 pages of interest if you
are involved in the maintenance of
your musical boxes. The catalogue
ranges from the endless to butterflys.
We make a charge of €l'00 for the
catalogue which is refunded against
orders. Please forward your remittance
to: CRAGG, 7 GOLDSDOWN ROAD,
ENFIELD, MIGDLESEX, EN3 7QY.

WANTED

WANTED. 14]" Adler or Fortuna
discs. Will exchange for Polyphon and
Syrnphonion discs. Mehling, 203L
Curnberland Road, Lansing, Michigan
48906, USA.
WANTED. HOHNER PLAYER
ACCORDION WITH FOOT PUMP
AND ROLLS. C. Lawyer, 502 Briar
Lane, Ctrambersburg, Pennsylvania
17201, USA.
SNUFF BOX case to hold musical
movement size 2]" x 2+" x ?", Move-
ment circa 1850, Arthur Heap, 5l
Station Road, Delamere, Northvrictr,
Cheshire.
EMPTY 15{" table rnodel Polyphon
case wanted. Must be in good con-
dition. My " penny-in-the-slot " cabinet
ofiered in exchange if required, M J
Miles, Rock Cottage, Mountfield,
Sussex. Tel: Robertsbridge 880514.

continued from Page 125
disciplines which it illustrates and
because it offers an obiect-lesson
to us all as to how to go about

that we should all be keenlY aware
that one over-enthusiastic, hurried
and inadvisedly-planned act can

destrov evidence forever. The
barreli ? They come from a large
Viennese flute-playing clock and
one of them plays a piece from
Faust.

In conclusion. I would like to
place on record the fact that Mem-
ber Number 1,000 was enrolled
during September. An indication
of the growth of our Society across
the years and a reminder that our

first President was fohn E T Clark
with membership number one. My
own number is four, a detail which
will become significant when I
explain that our thousandth mem-
ber is my wife, Judith, without
who's unbridled co-operation for
so long as a non-member, little
would have been possible, least of
all my continuance of this Journal.

ARTHURWIGORD-HUME

Printed for The Musical Box Socicty of Grcat Britain by Tbanct Printins Works, Ramsaatc, Kent.
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